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AUTO LAW VIOLATORS
i
TAKE WARNING

AROOSTOOK POTATO
CROP IS ABOUT
ALU>LANTED

No. 22

TRUNK LINE WORK WILL
COMMENCE THIS WEEK

WILL MEET
CHIEF OF POLICE Ii ODD FELLOWS
FOR BIG EVENT JUNE 8
HOGAN CAPTURES
MASS. COUPLE

The contract for 3 ^ miles of Trunk
j Tuesday June 6th will he a red ietChief of Police Hogan had accasion j
line work to be built by the state, in
j ter day in Odd Fellowship, for that is
to warn an auto driver from one of j
Houlton, will commence this week.
the day of the visit of the Grand Orfiour neighboring cities, that we had
The work will be done by the Green
1
cers
of the Encampment to this town
auto laws here in Houlton which would j
wood Construction Co. of Skowhegan,
for the purpose of conferring the de
be enforced and if he thought that he j
Maine and the work will commence at
grees upon a class of 166 candidates,
or anyone else could come into Houl- j
the end of the State aid on North St.
which have been secured since April,
ton and ignore the local ordinances, >
that
was
built
last
year,
just
above
the
when the Grand Patriarch was here.
that he had another guess coming. j
Mel Putnam place.
This class will he the largest class
The offender apologized and on the
Contracts for the remainder of this
ever worked in the state and the
promise of strict observance in the fu- j
piece 6 miles in Littleton and a short
Grand Officers in appreciation of the
ture was allowed to go unmolested.
distance
in Monticello will he opened
efforts of the local Encampment, are
For the benefit of those who are not j
familiar with the speed laws.
The :j The weather for the past three at the next meeting of the Highway
Chief of Police Hogan last week re to make the trip to Houlton to do the
commission so that this work will he
Every available seat and standing state peed laws.
work personally.
ceived the following letter:
I weeks has been ideal for planting and completed this year.
room at the Temple Theatre was oc
The town ordinances prohibit a
The committee of entertainment will
Chief of Police, Houlton, Maine
the Aroostook farmer has taken ad
There is no place in the county
cupied Friday evening on the occa speed of more than 15 miles an hour
;
spare
no efforts in making this meetDear S ir:
which needs a new section so much as
sion of the production of the History in the town proper, which many driv vantage of every day.
! inS the biggest event of its kind ever
Please
find
herewith
the
warrants
While it is uncertain just what the ] through Littleton where the orginal
of Maine in the form of a Pageant, ers seem to ignore as swell as the fol
for Carl and Margaret Goodridge for |attempted in this section and when
commemorating the
centenial
of lowing ordinance, and as these have acreage of potatoes will he from the road wa8 mogtly aH buiU of corduroy
larceny of property of Arthur Mangan- j one stops to consider that on that day
Maine Statehood given by the schools been made long enough, there is not amount of fertilizer that has been and each year the action of the frost j
anaro at Braintree, Mass., May 22d. j there will be at least 150 visitors from
of Houlton, and the occasion is one much excuse for these being violated, used it is estimated that the acreage brings thege logg up a littIe and it
These parties left Boston Monday, May j out of town, besides the local conthat will long he remembered as one of but the Selectmen have given the po will be about 25% short of last year ; sb0ws in the road bed. In building !
24th for Millinocket. Their baggage l tingent, that it behooves our citiens to
the very most successful and instruc lice instructions that they be enforc and while in a way this may have Trunk lineg ag well as state aid road ,
|make some effort to give them a hear
some bearing on the crop at the end j all thege ]ogg are remove(1 and a road check was number 625427.
tive entertainments ever given.
ty welcome.
ed to the letter.
The man is 43 years of age, 6 ft., 2
of the season, the weather condition that wiU 8tand for many years with
A ll over the state towns and cities
“Any person driving a motor propell
j
The visitors will arrive early Tuesin. tall, 150 lbs., dark complexioned
are arranging entertainments to cele- ed vehicle is prohibited from using his during the growing season has more to |maintenance each year, is the result.
and
very
slim.
The
woman
is
23
years
day
and the days Pr6sram as tentaContracts for the Trllnk line through
brater the 100th anniversary o f the cut out or opening his muffler within do with it. as during a poor season the
of
age,
about
5
ft.
2
in.
tall,
120
lbs.,;
*ively
arran£ed is as follows: Tuesday
state, along the same lines as the one the “12 miles an hour” town limit, on yield per acre may very materially Island Pa|Js has been ,et #nd the sec.
p. m., session in Odd Fellows Hall,
fair complexioned and light hair.
change
what
the
final
crop
will
be.
If
given here on Friday evening, while any strret in the Town of Houlton at
tion through Crystal and Sherman will
This man and his wife were mana- Banquet at 6 p. m. in Watson Hall.
conditions continue the way it now probably he let at the next meeting of
the official celebration to bp held in any hour of the day or night.”
gers
of a store in Braintree, and we 7.15 p. m. a “ m o v ie ” p a r t y a t T e m p le
looks that is a dry season during the the Highway Commission.
Portland, June 96 to July 6 promises
PENALTIES
cannot tell until after stock taking Theatre; 8.30 return to Hall for c
summer
a
better
crop
is
promised
than
to be a tremendous and spectacular
SECTION 1. Whoever violates any
the amount of the larceny, but it pro tinuation of the degree work afi *r
affairs, people from every port of the of the provisions of the foregoing or if the weather continues wet and
John Hannigaft left Monday for
rainy, and yet a certain amount of Karterskill. N. V. for the summer bably will run into a pretty high fig whirh will follow a buffet lunch and
state participating.
dinance shall be punished by a fine
smoker.
This entertainment was conceived not exceeding $20 for each offense, re moisture is necessary for an ideal crop. where he will visit relatives who are ure. Probably some of this property
The candidates secured for this
may
he
found
in
this
man’s
trunk
by the Houlton Wom an’s Club and was coverable on complaint before- the The bugs and other tilings have a proprietors of a summer hotel there.
large class came from the 27th dis
which consists of vietrola records and
:given unded their auspices, the details Judge of the Houlton Municipal Court. great deal to do with the yield, so that
trict, which includes Millinocket, Pat
perhaps other musical instruments.
raising
potatoes
is
not
all
sunshine,
as
and all the rehearsals being under the
ten, Smprna and Houlton and when ad
Kindly look them up and arrest
there are chances to he taken the
supervision of the various teachers of
mitted will make Aroostook Encamp
them
both and notify me by wire and
same
as
in
any
other
crop,
which
is
o u r ’schools, and how well they per
ment one of the strongest branches in
Once again has the wheel of time dependent upon just the right kind of
1 will come for them with rendition
formed their work the success of the
Tin* prospect for horse racing here
the State.
turned and brought a day that is re a season for producing the largest
papers.
entertainment showed the Pageant
this summer are excellent. Horsemen
vered throughout our nation and this yield.
Respectfully yours,
which consisted of about a dozen epi
have been working out their steeds
year, especially, a day that will he ohThere is no doubt hut that the acreJohn H. Scott,
sodes in Maine History from before
on the track since May 1st and the
served with the deepest signanee in ; age would have been much larger had
State Police Officer,
the coming of the white man up to the
condition of the race course is first
France where many of the flower of there been more available fertilizer,
•1118! It
Braintree. Mass.
present day, portrayed by means of j
class.
The first activity to be undertaken
the American army lie buried.
|but the embargo on freight and the
Chief
Hogan
was
on
the lookout for
living moving pictures costumed ap
Already 14 horses arc- quartered in
by
the Home Directorate of the State
The significance of Memorial Day <shortage of cars at just the time when
these people and landed them in the
propriate to epoch which they repre
the splendid stables at the fair
Chamber
of Commerce and Agricul
is brought more closely to mind this cars were needed and the time when
cooler, notified the Braintree police,
sented.
grounds. These include seven out of
tural
League,
of which Mrs. Florence
year
than
ever
by
the
advent
of
a
jt
was
necessary
to
get
chemicals
for
who came for them and took them
The tableaux were interspered with
town horses. Pope* McKinnon, form
Brooks Whitehouse of Portland is the
new
lot
of
veterans,
those
who
have
the
manufacture
of
this
important
hack
home.
dancing and music and all in all, there
erly of Bangor, will have two here to
Chairman, will he marketing of the
been “over there,” the World W a r : commodity, interferred very much
w as not a dull* moment during the eve
day, Dusty Dan. pacer. 2.99% and Beragricultural
products and handicraft
Veterans, and to them will soon fall with this industry and there is no
ning and to those who had any part in
tin .trotter, 2.18%.
Bud Tingley of
of rural home makers.
the
task
of
carrying
on
the
observance
doubt
hut
that
every
available
pound
arranging this delightful entertain
Houlton. is bringing Tin* Problem
This work is to he inaugurated dur
• ■neat much credit-should be given, as; of the day so dear to the hearts of of fertilizer will he used this year that
2.04% on a mile track: Bud will likely
ing the Maine Centennial Exposition
it waa no samll task to train and cos-1 the Civil W a r Veterans whose ranks can be obtained. Many agents have
Inability to procure railroad ties,
have several more on his string. It is
to he staged at the Portland Exposiare being rapidly thinned by the rav- nothing to offer, while the Buffalo fac
tume so many performances.
also reported that Bill Sharon 2.16%, or sleepers, has stopped construction , tion Building during the Centennial
tory here in our town has made a rec
The Program adapted from the book i a&e of aSe*
the fast colt trotter, will train here. of the proposed electric road across Celebration June 26 to July 5, inclu
As is the custom, here the obser- ord to be proud of. They manufae"Maine, M y State,” Issued by the
This horse is now owned by Archie northern Maine from Presque Isle to sive, under the auspices of the State
vance of the day was arranged for and tured and sold for the crop of 1919
Maine W riters Research Club.
Alcorn of Blackville, Northum ber the border of the province of Quebec Chamber of Commerce and Agricul
carried out by the A. P. Russel Post, 9 000 tons and this year they have sold
more than 100 miles. This road will
land county.
“Tha Birth of Maine”
tural League.
G. A. R.
14.000 tons, not only that, but they
The Indian tribes of Maine— Abe
The Hartland Driving Club has pur provide a short route between Quebec,
All the industries and resources of
During the forenoon the graves of have the satisfaction that every ton
Montrael and St. John, N. B.
naki, Penobscot, Passamaquoddy and
the State of Maine will be portrayed
the fallen heroes in the various ceme- which they have promised has been chased a green trotter C’olorado Rose
The shortage of ties is felt by other
Maleclte.
“Maine, a s the home of
This mare will pro
in exhibits during Centennial Exposi
taries were visited and a wreath and delivered, while they could have sold hv Colorado E.
roads.
An ordinary tie now costs $1,
mankind, had begun her long history;
bably train here.
tion. As a part of the exhibit there
bright flag were placed upon it.
very much more had they had the ma
her first story that of the Red men or
J. A. Dewitt of Presque Isle, is train while extra quality ties are wrorth 25 will be a booth for “ home industries.”
The afternoon services were begun terial in time to manufacture this
to 39 cents more and are hard to get
Indian.”— Ricker Classical Institute.
This will give a splendid opportunity
when A. .P Russell Post, G. A. R. met necessary commodity for the Aroos- ing here and has five on his string so
at
that price.
Lumbermen say the
far. Ok .'-Glory 2.22%. Peggy Hal. pac
1604— "M aine's First Christmas
to display samples of canned goods,
at the High School Campus and after took farmers.
er. two fine green colts by tin* North shortage will exist several years. Dur blitter, cheese, maple sugar, candy,
Observance”
a short line of march to the Park, the
Much has been said regarding the
ing the war the number of ties gotten
"Did you know that the very first regular service was held at the Sol exteremely high cost of everything en ern Man. and Cassie W. pacer, owned
rugs, woven goods, antique furniture,
out fell off. Last year there was an
Murray
McLeod
of
Hartland.
Christmas observance In New England dier’s Monument.
in
fact any products of homemakers.
tering into the cost per acre and it is
The one and only Jimmie Gallagher excessioe demand for ties and the sur
if not in America, was in Maine? It
Thousands of visitors from outside
The evening service was held at the unnecessary to go into detail, so that
plus was quickly wiped out.
w as on a desolate little island at the High School Auditorium where a whatever the yield may be. the prim has five in his*Ktring this year. Money
of the state will view the exhibit, will
mouth of the St. Croix River, about pleasing program was given.
wish to purchase, and. if the goods
A. S. will undoubtedly be higher than ever Man. pacer, 2.18%, Myrtle Rysdick
2.22b,. Sis Peters, pacer. Togo M. and
sixteen miles below Calais, by an ad- Crawford, Esq., of Fort Kent deliver before.
are satisfactory, will desire to re-or
Colleue Swift, pacer.
venturouh little band of Frenchmen, ed a most forceful and inspiring adder. The plan is to find out what dim
Henry Dewitt is training three. Bar
headed by De Monts and Champlain,! dregg which was enjoyed by all.
quality products are for sale, to list
on Marque, pacer. 2.ux12. on mile track
in 1604, sixteen years before the com -_____________________________ .
them, and the people wishing to dis
The Houlton M u s i e club h ■Id its Lady Bell owned by ('. R. Dewitt. Harting of the Pilgrims.”— St. Mary’s Acad
Tin* Aroostook County Patrons Mu- pose of them, to have these women
annual meeting at t h e h o m e if th e land and Bello MsGregnr pacer 2.10% tu.il F i r e Insurance Company will hold ship a sample collection to he sold at
emy.
president Mrs. Minnie 11 ivii ■s on ow l ed b y 11. Hewitt.
Pins Tree Drill
Pleasant St. School
their annual meeting at t h e Municipal the Exposition, to furnish the pur
T l i ' ‘ o t h e r l o c a l h o r s e s a r e o w n e d its Hall. P r e s q u e Isle. M a i n e ,
The farm building belonging to Thursday evening.
Tuesday, chasers with the names and address -*-1626— "Pilgrim Fathers Trading with
work f e l l o w s :
The reports show e . \ c e l i e m
Roland Hovey and occupied by John
of the producers, and to start tie*
J u n e 1,7. 192o. at. In.36 o'clock a. m.
the Indians on the Kennebec.”
H u n k s B e ' l i n i p a c e ” 2. 12b, , W a l t e r
Porter on the McIntyre road were de done and a year of profit and pi •asure
In the evening of the saint* day and home marie ting out in a big way.
“The capital city of the State of
stroyed by fire Friday afternoon, be thoroughly enjoyed by all. Tin si u d y Mott.
in order to secure the information
tin* :ic.\! fort no<>n the Company will
Maine stands on land which the Pil
St ra t hle.'ii Burns purer. Walter Mott heir an Agents' Conference, at which required, a questionnaire has l;*--n
sides the buildings considerable farm has been ‘‘American Music.” T h e r e
grim Fathers once owned and where
l l h o u a A d a i r 2 . 2 b W . B. B r j y r a .
machinery, hay .fertilizer,etc., were al have been fourteen regular nn e t ii1 a s
it is e.xepcted that, till tthe Grange prepared and placed in the hands of
they carried on, for many years, the
2 executive board meetings and 7 SpeClar
L ; u l y A s h h r n o k p;tct*r 2.1
so
burned.
acents in Aroostook County will he each county director of the Home Di
they for many years, the successful
Then* have lieell " : v c Bhi i k.
The fire caught from sparks and bin rial meetings.
present.
rectorate and is available f ir every
trade with the Indians which saved
Warriui
three entertainments for t ie p u b l i c
On v. ,1 rd \V ilk«*s pacer 2.11
ders
from
a
fallow
fire
fanned
to
a
The state Insurance Commissioner woman in Maine anxious to parti< ifrom financial ruin their colony at
the
i; ill.
blaze by the strong wind which soon the rhristmas Vesper Sri” ir
will address the policy holders in the pato inthe Centennial Exposition and
N ew Plymouth.”— Central Bnflding.
spread with rapidity in an easterly di- Junior Musk ale and the Annual bunBlack i vi er, 2.19%. Fail Avery.
afternoon and the agents in the eve find a market for tin* products of kor
Quaker Dance
Longfellow School
i)ori i ’ . C l y d e . M c< 'll >s]s- e y .
rection goin nearly to the Calais road, cert with Operetta.
skill.
ning.
1775_j«The Lexington of the Seas”— endangering property there.
1
It is a source ot gratification to the
Merrywise pacer, Allan 1’nnh*.
Church Scene
The fire department with the chem i-, Club that these entertainments have
( ’(iiiitndnim, pacer, George Nichol
“On the 12th day of June, five days
cal truck answered the alarm, but the 1received such hearty conynemhition son.
before, the battle of Bunker Hill, the
buildings were so far gone before their and institute praise from the public,
Del ('alone pacer. Geo. Nicholson.
first naval battle of the Revolution
Lady K , Dr. H. M. Martel!.
arrival to be of any assistance.
The collection at the Vesper Service
Houlton was visited Thursday for a
Fort Fairfield has now a population
waa fought in Machals Bay when the
The loss which is partly covered by I was $25 which was given to the Com
Bud wert by, Robert Hamilton.
brief stay by a distinguished gentle of 4.551. according to the new census
men of the colony with three rounds
munity Christmas Fund.
The Club
Rex. John Young.
insurance will be a heavy one.
man in thq, person of Hon. W. W. returns, which we have just received
of ammunition, attacked and defeat
by telegraph from Congressman Hervoted to give $50 to the Woman’s Club
Verna J,., Herb Lnidsay.
Thomas of Portland former United sey at Washington, D. C. says the Re
ed Ike British sloop Margaretta, laden
Frank H. Ingraham has sold the house building fund. The annual ban
King. Joe Gaits.
States Minister to Swenden and found view. This is an increase of 170 over
with lumber for the erection of bar- Sincock mill to Harry A. Guiou, but
quet will he held at Crescent Park,
L. W. Niles, of Centrevillo. has a er of the colony of New Swenden.
the population of ten years ago, or 3.9
raefea for the British soldiers.”— Houl Mr. Ingraham will remain there to Tuesday, Junel.
colt, Hugh H.. by Belmar J., in train
per cent. This is certainly not a large
Mr.
Thomas
came
by
auto
accom<
ton High School.
look after his customers interests.
increase, but shows that Fort FairThe following officers were elected ing for races the 24th of May.
panied
by
his
wife
and
two
sons
and
j
1907— The Com lng.of the *irst Set
for the ensuing year:
The above horses is certainly a for was on his way to New Swenden to field is in a sound and healthy condi
tion, though without increasing so
tlers to Houlton
I860— The Coming of the Aroostook
President, Mrs. Minnie Hughes.
midable list.
rapidly as some other towns, not hav
attend
a
celebration
of
the
founding
|
The arrival of Sarah Putnam Houl
Press
1st Vice-President, Mrs. Cessie Fair
Henry Dewitt and Walter Mott, who of the colony after a visit there he will j ing by any means so large a percent
ton with her little dsitfuter Lydia and
Aroostook Pioneer, Houlton Times, banks.
were attending the sale in Boston, go into Canada, before returning home, j age of foreign-born population as many
reception by her husband and sons.— Star Herald, Fort Fairfield Revietw,
of our towns have. It looks as if the
2nd Vice-President. Mrs. Camila have arrived home bringing with them
Despite his 82 years Mr. Thomas is pere capita wealth of Fort Fairfield
Aroostook Republican Ashland Ga- Grant.
B y their Descendants.
the fast six year old pacer, OroFini as active as the average man at 50.
would still stay at the head of the
Virginia Reel
F a ir St. School zette, Mars Hill Vieto, Aroostook Dai
Secretary, Mrs. Sadie Crokett.
2.03 Vi for the local syndicate.
northern Maine column, as it has done
nag—W here Maine w i t Made a State ly News.— Bowdoin St. School.
for years past.— Review.
Treasurer, Marion Buzzelll.
The first regular race will be July 1
"T h e commissioners empowered to The Development of the Aroostook
Cor. Sec’y, Mrs. Evelyn Dyer.
If these figures are correct Houlton’s
four classes to be run off on the three
mahe Maine a State, met in 1820 in
Potato Industry
gain of 364 looks large.
Auditor, Mrs. Margaret Mishou.
heat plan.
1880— Potato Fanning In its Early
the front, north-east room of the old
Librarian, Dorothy Lyons.
July 12 and 13 will be big days here
The following is the program of
Jameson Tavern at Freeport, Maine. Days. 1920— Modern Aroostook Agri
according to present plans. The first
events
for the 73d Annual Commence
Methods.— Houlton
High
O ver a fortnight they deliberated be cultural
circuit will be pulled off these days.
ment at Ricker Classical Institute.
fore they signed the final articles of School and Fair St. School.
On these days also there are prospect
Houlton High added another win to
June 10-14 Final Examinations.
separation that made Maine a free Recitation— "Maine and Her Jewels”
A fire from an unknown cause total
of a two day carnival, or it will be
their already long string Friday by de
June 13 Baccalaureate Sermon.
Fred Jenkins
and independent State.”— Ricker Clas
ly
destroyed a storehouse owned by P.
made an Old Home week, which will
feating the Presque Isle boys easily,
June 14 Senior Last Chapel, 8.30 a. C. Newbegin on Leonard St. and oc
Educational and Patriotic Finale
sical Institute.
remind us of the good old times we
m. Junior Exhibition, 8.00 p. m.
Pageant Committee— Chairman, Mrs. outplaying them in every department. used to have before the war.
cupied by the Peabody Mfg. Co., man
1«2«— "W hen Lafayette came to
Whittier
was
on
the
mound
for
H.
June
15
Meeting
of
Trustees,
9
a.
m.
ufacturers of Potato carrier, Saturday
S.
M.
Rose.
Portland”
The Provincial Orangemen expect
Alumni Banquet, S p. m.
Business Manager—Austin R. Ham. H. S. and at no time was his delivery to celebrate here on July 12th.
afternoon and which for a time owing
"This day, the 25th of June, 1825,
June 16 Commencement Exercises, to a high wind caused some anxiety
Stage Manager— Mrs. L. H. Brock solved by the visitors.
Portland w as to have the honor of en
A little before that date or maybe
In
batting,
Peabody,
Churchill
and
10.30
a. m. Reception, 8.00 p. m.
on account of flying cinders.
tertaining the distinguished General, way.
in June there will be a circus here.
Mishou,
all
contributed
largely
toward
Music—
Miss
Margaret
Hanson.
Prompt action by the firemen in
the Marquis Gilbert Motler de la Fay
Then in September the great Pro
the scoring.
Program— Mrs. S. L. White.
wetting
down nearby building proba
ette, the French gentleman who near
vincial Exhibition with five days of
For the visitors the battery Johnson
Costumes— Mrs. W. S. Blake.
bly
prevented
a spread of the fire.
ly fifty years before, bravely and gen
racing.
Directors of Pictures Presented b y ' and Cook, did good but the support afThe Bryson barn on Green St.
erously had Joined himself to the
Woodstock will certainly be on the
Olin B. Rideout who has been in |caught several times,
Colonial forces during the Revolution* Different Schools— Mr. A. D. Snow and forded there was not the kind that map this summer.— F. D. T. in the
town
a few days the guest of his par-! The loss of the building and the
ary W a r.”— Houlton High School and Miss Hazel Whitney, Ricker Classical wins hall games.
Woodstock Press.
The score:
Institute; Sister Sylvia, St. Mary’s
ents left Friday evening for St. Louis, j manufactured stock of the Peabody
Central Building.
R H E
Mo., where he will assume the manage-! Mfg. Co. was considerable, partially
1199 "The Bloodless Aroostook W a r” Academy; Miss Vivian Vose, Pleasant
H.
H.
S.
2
0
2
2
0
0
0
3
X—
9 12 4
Street
School;
Austin
R.
Ham,
Miss
ment of the store in that city owned by ' covered by insurance.
"The Aroostook W a r was an Im
the Besse System.
I
--------------------portant incident in international his Lyons, Miss Ruth Kerr, Central Build P. I. H. S. 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3— 5 8 6
Batteries : Whittier and Mishou;
Mr. Rideout is to be congratulated
Members of A. P. Russell Post, G.
Walter Collins of Caribou was the
tory.
The promptitude with which ing; Miss Henzie, Longfellow School;
A. R. on Sunday morning marched to upon his promotion to the largest guest several days last week of his
the Mg|ne forces were put upon the Mrs. O. A. Hodgins, Miss Alice Porter, Johnson and Cook.
Umpires: Gray and Roben.
the Unitarian church where a fine ser store in the chain of 46 stores in the sister Mrs. G. B. Churchill.
ground had much Influence in settling Houlton High School; Miss Veta Astle
the Question of the disputed north Bowdoin Street School.
mon by Rev. Dwight F. Mowrey was United States under this one manage
Ellis McAllister of Providence, R.
A short history of Maine jappears in
ment. Mr. Rideout has been with the I., was in town Tuesday in company
Llewellyn Astle left Monday for listened to.
eastern houndary.”r~ p rill and Signal
Special music for the occasion had Besse System people 12 or 14 years with his sister Miss Lizzie McAllister
WofflL Tfoop 9.
of Ameri this issue, compiled by D. W. Hoegg, Caribou where he will be employed in
Jr.
,
ca.------ Eighth Grade.
and is fully qulified for his promotion. of Orient.
a njotion picture house as operator.
been arranged.

Wanted for Larceny of Goods
From a Braintree
Store

Ideal Weather for Planting
and Good Prospects
Ahead

C— niorating the One
HwhreAh Anniversary of
Maine as a State

WOODSTOCK PARLOR
TRACK AND HORSES

MEMORIAL DAY

HAVE YOU HOUSEHOLD
PRODUCTS TO SELL

SCARCITY OF TIES
STOPS RAIL PLANS

AROOSTOOK COUNTY
PATRONS MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY

MUSIC CLUB

FARM BUILDINGS BURNED
ON M°INTYRE ROAD

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
FORT FAIRFIELD
IN TOWN FOR A BRIEF STAY
GAINS IN CENSUS

73D COMMENCEMENT OF
RICKER CLASSICAL INST.

FIRE ON LEONARD ST.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON

H. H. S. 9— P. I. H. S. 5

HOULTON BOY
RECEIVES PROMOTION

G. A. R. VETERANS ATTEND
DIVINE WORSHIP SUNDAY

|

OUR GIRLS
They are just two things that will
keep girls straight at the age when
they begin to think of longer dresses,
and beaux. One is plain clothes and
the other is home duties. The girls
CH A8. H. F#GG, Pre®. A M *r.
we see making fools of t hemselves are
Subscription In U. S. $1.60 per year almost invariably over-ciressed. They
In adraaoe; in Canada $2.66 in advance wear duds that women of thirty should
hesitate about wearing.
Single copies five cents

P E N N S Y L V A N IA ’S ID L E F A R M S

D E A R G

m o OLINE

one investigator, “ the total supply of
tainment. In other words you must
only by
comes to us a paper containing a de everybody hears of it. F ar less at the total supply of petroleum, and not direct your ambition correctly, before
you can follow it profitably.
tailed statement of the alarming con tention is given to increases in the by the percentage of that total supply
ditions which prevail in a famous re price of gasoline, yet they touch the which the automobile industry is able
to capture. Meanwhile a demand for
gion which long has held the highest interests of 6,000,000 pasenger car
more economical methods of using
place in the nation for the produc- owners in the United States and and running cars is making itself felt.
tiveness of its farms. The editor of affect also, if in minor degree, the It was recently estimated that there
Cumbered with endless rounds
the Oxford Press shows how acute is } country’s motor-truck transportation is an average waste of gasoline per
A little girl with too many, and too
o
f d u ty ,-th e tired, nervous
car in the United States of half a
AdveKisIf.v rates based upon guaran costly clothes on her back -gets self- i the situation produced by the short system. Why is gasoline costing more
mother
generally finds in
gallon each day, and that 3,000,000
teed paid in advance circulation
conscious and vain and loves admira- age df labor available for service on and more as the automobile gains in
gallons are expended every twenty, tion— and you grown-ups know the the farms, how the number of aban popularity and its use spreads in all
four hours on what is called “ the over
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton
next step.
A simple, pure-hearted doned farms is increasing in a section
our communities? The main reason use of cars” and “ useless mileage.”
(or circulation at second-class
tonic-help o f r a r e s t value.
girl who has a place in a home, home
w'here farming should he an attrac is that the output available fails to Nor is this a matter of concern only
postal rates.
A little of Scottfs after meals
work and home duties, has her heart
tive occupation if anywhere in the keep up with the constantly augment to the owners of passenger cars; ■
for a few days would do
All Subscriptions are D ISCO NTIN there, and no boy can sv.eal it. Even
account must also be taken of the cost '
United
States,
with
great
cities
close
f
a
world of good. Try it l §
when maturity comes, and a real man
ing demand. Gasoline comes from
UE D at expiration
of running motor trucks, now largely j
Scott fit Bowne. Bloomfield. N. J. 20-091
at
hand
and
every
modern
comfort
comes, and a real affair of her heart
------ — --------)• «■ §
: crude petroleum and constitutes one of engaged in the transportation of fdod i
comes, will such a girl leave home and and utility within reach; how where
and
other
commodities.
the “ fractions” it is made to yield in
T H E NE ED 8 OF T H E Y O UN G
then only after a heart rending. But once one traveled for miles with wellYour children are apt to think that
: the process of refining.
Automobiles are said to be increas-!
kept
and
flourishing
farms
on
both
a girl who is at home only at the table
ing in number three times as fast as
T IM E T A B L E
what you do is right. They have no
sides
of
the
roads
he
finds
now
the
I
The
United
States
has
been
for
and late bed time won’t love that home
Corrected to A pril 26, 1920
gasoline
production,
and
there
a
r
e
1
ideal of truth or righteousness but
W ork makes things sacred. The child lands in grass or abandoned to weeds. some time past the largest source of
T rain s D ally Except Sunday
hundreds of thousands of new cars
yourself. Things which you do, know
In Lancaster and Chester counties
From H O U L T O N
whose home memories are not hallow
;
the
world's
petroleum
supply,
but
as
planned for the forthcoming year. A ! 8.46 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
ing at the time to be wrong, they take
ed by work, who is not needed and and throughout southern Pennsylvan
the oil is drawn off the pressure conservative use of gasoline is needed
to be right. They reason this way:
Limestone and Van Buren.
does not feel the need, will not love ia old and decrepid men are trying at ,
1
decreases
and the more difficult it to pave the way for them, and it may 9.23 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
' ‘Father always does right, Father did
least
to
care
for
the
stock
on
the
home
And if she does not love the
Boston.
; becomes to obtain what is left. The not be without influence on the general
this. Therefore this is right.” That
11.30 a. m.—For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft.
home of her girlhood, she will love no farms which their sons have left in j
i
only
new
oil
fields
opened
up
in
reproblem of living costs.
is good logic but bad premises. No
response to the lure of the city. If j
j
Kent, Washburn, Presque,
other.
! cent years are those of Oklahoma
one ever gets over having had a bad
I
Van Buren, via Squa Pan
some
farms
are
operated
to
full
capa
The mothers of this town who are
and Mapleton.
and northern Texas, and these are
example set him. Your conduct more
Ambition is the greatest driving
responsible for the girls who gad on city other are tenantless or half culti
j 1.05 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou and
expected
to
be
stationary
in
their
than your teaching makes impression.
force in shaping a human life. You I
Limestone.
the streets should stop and think what vated, making the average of cultiva
yield for a long time to come. Mexico become what you want, if you want it ' 1.40 p. m —For Greenville, Bangor, Port
Your laugh, your frown, your dress,
they are doing. These girls are no tion far below' what it should be in
still sends out petroleum, but political bad enough. There are some colorless
land and Boston.
your walk, your greetings, your good
longer children. They are at an im such a farming paradise. In the rich
conditions
have so much interferred individuals who want to be and do just 6.26 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
byes, your comings, your goings, your
belt
of
land
surrounding
Philadelphia
'
pressionable age.
When? will you
Buffet Sleeping Car Van Bur
with the Russian supply as practically what anyone else may want, regular
habits at the table, the tone of your
en to Boston.
have their impressions come from— one sees, for instance, a farm that a
to eliminate it. And as no fresh fields blotting pads of absorption. They are J 7.12 p. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
voice are making an impression which
few
years
ago
produced
JSOb
bushels
from the riff-raff of the streets, or
are in sight, some of the experts are the tools of those who know what they
Due
H OULTON
will last a million years after you are ;
from home? It is for the mothers of of wheat and today is given over to
discussing alternative
possibilities, desire and how to accomplish it. The 8.36 a. m .- From Boston, Portland, Ban
dead and the sun will be extinguished
desolation.
The
state
of
Delaware
this town to settle the question.
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
and the mountains will crumble, and
and the eastern shore of Maryland among them such mechanical develop first step toward independence is to
to Van Buren.
ments of the automobile as will make stand on your own conviction as justi 9.19 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou
the world will die, and eternity will j
show
a
one-third
shortage
of
farm
laT H E LAN D OF SHADO W
and Fort Fairfield.
roll on in perpetual cycles, but there j
1bor and a corresponding' reduction of it easy to run these cars with the fied until they are proven false. To
The
death of President Carranza be
12.57 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
heavier
fuel
oils
which
form
part
of
w ill be no diminuation of the force of '
be
assured
that
you
are
right,
you
>
crops. Lower New Jersey averages a
gor and Greenville.
your conduct upon the young eyes |comes another incident in the great quarter decrease, which amounts to a the product of petroleum.
must train your desires to a worthy 1.36 p. m.—From Limestone, Caribou and
“ When the Diesel engine is fitted j aspiration, and center your efforts upthat saw it or the young ears that tragedy of Mexico.
Since the con third in Cape May county. The huge
Fort Fairfield.
2.54 p. m.----- From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
heard it.
to
the automobile, if it ever is,” writes I on a fair and practicable method of at
quest of Mexico by Cortes, the hist- truck patches, aggregating tens of
From Chester

county,

Pa.,

there

•When the price of

coal

goes

up motor fuel w ill be limited

[ nervous mothers!
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BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

Van Buren. W a s h b u r a.
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
6.21 p. m .-F ro m Van Buren, Limestone,
Caribou. Fort Fairfield.
7.09 p. m.— From Boston, Portland and
Bangor.
Time tables giving complete information
may be abtained at ticket offices.
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thousands of acres, in fertile regions

tory of that country has been a record
M OTHER
are hard hit by prevailing conditions,
There Is one form sacred In memo of tragedy and tears. The people have
i especially by the loss of plain labor.
ry® gallery, one face which time can been oppressed under every form of
Against such a background stands
never erase. It 'is that of our mother, government.
Revolution has follow out with peculiar distinctness the
the dear, gentle compassionate moth
ed revolution, sometimes in such rapid story of one young man in Lancaster
e r who loved us ere we knew what
succession
that to the observer the county w'hose hard-working devotion
love was, and taught us the right ere
may well be cited for tin* emulation
spectacle
may
well be likened to the
w e knew the wrong. She sang us to
of the rest of the country in these
sleep In the innocence of childhood, blurred vision resulting from a rapid
days of a prospective food shortage.
and awoke us with loving kisses on ly whirling wheel.
He is an agricultural college gradu
the bright mornings of long ago. Her
One of the richest in natural re ate who sticks to tin* farm in spite of
eyes beamed with joy as she blessed
sources, the population has been the offer of an inst rectorship by his
ua at life’s dawning and spoke a ten
college. Hi is intelligent and '*arnest.
der farewell, as the life-sun went down i ground down to abject poverty, where
well a w a re of tin* seriousness o! the
She watched us to school in the su m -;; it seemed that anything that might
problem whV!i the agriculture of the
I
m er sun and taught us our lessons by 1happen could not be worse that the
nation has fo solve. And all alone he
the wintry fireside. From childhood's conditions under which they suffered.
is working his L’ou-acre farm.
Hired
morn to manhood’s hour she was ever The people were ignorant. Only about
help cannot be had: In* has no grown
at hand to soothe and console and
five percent of them now can read and children: In* depends entir. ly upon
when at last we must go forth from
; write. Force was the only argument himself. His neighbors are proud of
the old home and fireside, how tender
they ever learned. From the conquest him. He do*s not know what the au
ly and affectionately she caressed us
by Cortez, when the Aztecs were “ con tumn will bring. Hut In* keeps on the
and kissed us goodbye— then waited
verted” to Christianity through the job early and late, using all his brains
waited and hoped and prayed that all
slaughter of more human lives than and gumption.
would be well. From first to last her were taken in the sacrifices to the na
No wonder the dean of tin* Delaware
love was the same— it knew no bounds tive idols in a thousand years, to tin?
Agricultural College says foodstuffs
W ith cheers for the right, tears for death of President Carranza at the
are going to be scarce and high; no
the wrong, she ^was happy in our joys
hands of traitors who deceived him, wonder the Pennsylvania soer**tary of
sad in our sorrows and she washed
there is a continuous trail of blood agriculture declares that "the farm
Naw ay one errors in the flooded vicuand tears. The man still lives in Los labor shortage is one of tin* most seri
lets of the soul. Her conscience was
Angeles who commanded the firing ous things confronting the nation."
her guide and her family her greatest
squad when Maximilian died, and the The Oxford editor is of the opinion
joy. She loved her home more than
widow of Maximilian still lives in that industrial America does not
glittering fashion and sought hortor in Europe, hopelessly insane.
know what is happening to agricultur
the consciousness of doing good.
Such is the heritage that falls to
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price because Cam els com b in e
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Camels expert blend of choice
Turkish and choice Domestic
tobaccos puts Camels in a class by
themselves. Their smoothness
will appeal to you, and permit
you to smoke liberally without tir
ing your taste!
Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste nor unpleasant
cigaretty odor I
YouTl prefer Camels blend to either
kind of tobacco smoked straight!
Camel* are mold everywhere in scientifically sealed
packages o f 20 cigarettes; or ten packages (200
ci lirettes) in a gtassine-paper-covered carton. W e
strong ly recommend this carton for tho home or
ciiico supply or when you traveL
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healthy skin

wiped out.
During the last years of the old re
gime the annual expenditures for al
coholics, upon conservative estimates,
amounted to more than $2 500,000,000.
Assuming, then, that 80 per cent of
this tremendous sum has been turned
from the channels of dissipation, it
means that $2,000,000,000 have been
turned to legitimate channels of trade.
A dd to that the great sums formerly
devoted to kindred vices, and the to- j
tal passes ready comprehension.
1
Such a sum, formerly wasted, would ■
account for the continuous demand for j
factory wheels to whirl, for the marts j
-of trade to “hustle,” for the bank depo®lt® to grow, for building enterprises j
to boom, afid for posperity to hold I
aw ay over all the land between the two
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al America will have to pay tin* price
General Alvaro Obregon, who speaks All honor to tin* man who all alone
A C A U 8 E OF P ROS P ERI TY
for himself as well as others when he undertakes to run a farm. His e xam
That this Country has been experi
; says “ we are all thieves, more or less. ple ought at least to stir a lot o: New
encing a period of unparalleled pros
! down here." It w ill be a he rculean Englanders to u> back to their a b a n
perity is doubted by practically no one,
task to bring order out of such i chaos. doned garden pi fches.

The reports of largely increased divi
Obregon will have helpers and advisdends for the large corporations; the
I ors. If they will be as patriotic as was
increased bank earnings and larger
Madero and are permitted to live, they
savings bank deposits, the small num
can accomplish much. Honest admin
ber retail business failures; the high
istration to stabilize government, es
e r prices paid to farmers for their or
So make y ou r plane to attend
tablish a secure financial system, in
iginal produce; the better wages paid
sure a tenure of land for the people
to employees; the higher prices paid
and provide a public school system are
fo r all necessities of life, notwith
the imperative reforms to which any ,
standing the continous round
of
alministration must set itself that ;
strikes for better pay and better worwould make any progress at all toward ;
ing condition, are all evidences of con
developing a permanent government in
ditions of prosperity perhaps never
the land where it is true today that the 1
equalled in the history of America.
Particularly interesting features mvmry
people “ sit in darkness and in the
day. Write for booklet, etc.
32o
Occasslonally a local condition may
shadow of death." to “ guide their feet '
State of M «ine Certtcnnixl rVibiic1ty
be found where prosperity has not yet
in the way of peace."
C om m ittee,(. it/ »1 ill, Portland,Me.
perfectly dovetailed with all the ele
ments of living, but improved condi
tions may truthfully be said to be
practically universal.
And while our foreign trade may ac
count to some degree for these evi
dences of prosperity, they cannot by
an y manner of reasoning be said to be
Yellow, blotchy skin i® not only disagreeable and repulsive in itself, but
the principal cause.
it is the outward sign o f biliousness and a sluggish condition of tho liver,
But there is an element in American
which may gradually undermine your health.
Don’t let this continue. Use “ L. F .” Atw ood’s Medicine to keep tho
life, comparatively recent in its devel
liver, stomach and other digestive organs working smooth!y.
opment and as yet scarcely mentioned
You will feel better, have more energy and your complexion
as a factor In prosperity, that it may
w ill become clear and healthy.. Your blood w ill absorb more,
be well to study for its influence upon
strength from your food, and your system w ill be bettor abb;
to withstand disease.
trade conditions.
Less than a year
Keep a bottle always ready. Take a liberal doo* at the
ago National prohibition of the liquor
first symptom of constipation or sick headache. The * e * “ L.
traffic was adopted as a war measure
F .” will benefit the whole family, young and old. it. is a b 
L a st January the prohibition policq be solutely harmless, and gives relief without weakening some
came effective permanently by amend other organ. For 60 years it has brought health and hard 
ness to thousands, and never fails to justify th • eon id.-aem
ment to the Federal Consitution.
placed in it. I f you have never used it, buy a lap * b o d e , 5U..
The manufacture and sale of alco
from your dealer. “ L. F.” Medicine Co., Port!: a 1 Mn:...:.
holic beverages has not been complete
ly stopped yet. The policy is too new
lo r that! it has not had time to work
out its final, best results. But there
n re few with sufficient temerity to ar
gue that It has not diminished the sale
and use of Intoxicants. Perhaps it
Is not too much to say that fully 80 per
cent of the old time trade has been
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being the renowned General Winfield |tie Roundtop” Gettysburg and the man
Scott. Actual bloodshed was averted who received the actual surrender of
and the cav.se of all the trouble, the Genera! Lee at Appomtto::, at BrewGei.eral Oliver O. Ho ward, famous
N o r v ecst'c n bout; 'ary of .Maine, was
adjusted by a treaty negotiated by Civil War commander at Leeds; Gen
Daniel Webster, Secretary of State, eral Henry ('. Merriam, inventor of the
and Lord Ashburton, representing Merriam Infantry Pack, and renowned
(Compiled by D. W . Hoegg, Jr., Pub first vessel to be built in North Ameri Great Britain.
strategist at Houlton; General James
ca.
licity Manger, Maine Centennial.)
Maine was the pioneer which blazed A. Hall, noted artillerist, who opened
In 1613 the French Jesuits organiz
the path of National prohibition when the battle of Gettysburg at Damarised a mission on Mount Desert Island
One hundred years agoMaine became
in 1851 the State adopted an amend cotta, and Dorothea Lynde Dix, famed
and in 1614 the coast of Maine was
a 8tate of the Union and this year the
ment to its Constitution prohibiting for her work for the insane, and as
visited by Captain John Smith, of Poevent is to be officially observed with
the manufacture and sale of intoicat- head of the female nurses during the
cohontas fame, who made the first re
Civil War, at Hampden.
a great celebration, the principal fea
ing liquors.
liable map of it and named many of
tures of which will take place at Port
In all of the wars, from the Revolu
Some of the most notable leaders in
its principal points, including Cape
tionary down to the World War, Maine America's public life also were Maine
land from June 28th to July 5.
Elizabeth. He was the first to apply
has more than done its share in the born, among them Thomas Brackett
W hile Maine is only a century old
the name New England to this North
cause of right and its record along Reed, renowned parliamentarian! and
as a State, in reality the territory was
eastern section of the United States.
this line is one of the most glorious former speaker of Congress at Port
one of the first settled section of
Only three years after the landing of
pages in its history.
land; John D. Long, former Secretary
North America. A colony had been es
the Pilgrims, Captain Christopher
The world owes much to the sons of the Navy and Governor of Massa
tablished on its shores sixteen years
Levett established a trading post on
and daughters of Maine. It has given chusetts, at Buckfield; Rufus King,
before the Pilgrims landed at P ly 
one of the islands now within the lim
it some of the most remarkable men twice United States Minister to Great
mouth, Mass, in 1620.
The Maine
its o f Portland, and in 1632 the founda
and women in history. Henry Wads Britain and one of the principals in
coast, barring of course, possible dis
tions of the present city were estab
worth Longfellow, America’s greatest the dafting of the American Constitu
covery by the early Norsemen, was
lished by George Cleeve and Richard
poet was born at Portland. Sir Hiram tion, at Scarboro; William P. Frye,
first visited, it is believed, by John
Tucker. Previous to this, however, in
S. Maxim, inventor of the Maxim Ma- American diplomat and former acting
Cabot, the English explorer, in 1498,
1628, settlements had been made along
chine Gun, first saw the light of day j president of the United States, at
only six years after the discovery of
the shores of Casco Bay on territory
at Sangerville.
His equally famous 1Lewiston; Lot M. Morrill, secretary o f!
the new world by Columbus. In 1501
now within the limits of Brunswick
brother, Hudson Maxim, inventor of I the treasury, U. S. Senator and gov-1
the Portuguese explorer, Corte-Real,
and Cape Elizabeth.
smokeless powder, is a native o f . ernor of Maine, at Belgrade; Melvill
came to Maine* and in 1524 Verrazano,
In 1641 occurred another notable
Orneville. Lillian Nordica, one of the , w . Fuller, former Chief Justice of the
an Italian, sailing under a French com
event in the history of America when
mission, cruised along the coast. In Sir Ferdinando Gorges established the world’s greatest singers, was born at j United States Supreme Court, at Auw illiam
W idgery Thomas,
1525 a Spaniard, Gomez discovered and first chartered city in the United Farmington, and Artemus Ward, the|gusta;
renowned
humorist,
at
Waterford.
American
dipolmat,
minister to Nornamed the Penobscot River, Rio de las
States under the name of Gorgeana.
Franklin Simmons and Benjamin j way and Sweden and founder of the
Gomes, or Stag River, and in 1526 the
This is now the town of York.
Paul Akers, two of the world’s great- j remarkable Maine Colony of New Swe
French explorer Thevet visited the
The year 1775 was a memorable one
territory and returned to Europe with in the annals of Maine. In June the est sculptors, were born respectively den, at Portland; Nelson Dingley and
at V/ebster and Westbrook.
Rev. Eugene Hale, widely known states
a story of Norumbega, Maine’s mythi
naval battle of the Revoluntionary
Elijah
Kellogg,
whose
name
will
al
cal city.
War, the first naval engagment of the
ways
live
as
the
author
of
Spartaeus
It w as in 1565 that the renowned son present United States, and the first
to the Gladiators, and other orations,
of Great Britain, Sir John Hawkins time the British flag was struck to
as well as the famous Elm Island
came to Maine and two years later Americans on land or sea, occurred off
three survivors of his second expedi Machais, Maine when the British W ar stories for hoys, was horn at Portland.
tion crossed its interior, the first white ship, “ Margaretta” was captured by Maxine Elliott, the renowned actress,
men to visit any part of the present the American ship, “ Unity.” The lat and Gertrude Elliott, her talented sis
ReadThtir Litters
8tate away from the coast line. In ter was commanded by Capta n Jere- ter, now the wife of Sir J. Forbes Rob
Mrs.
Martha
C. Dale, R. F. D. 1,
ertson,
are
natives
of
Rockland.
Many
1602 Captain Bartholomew Gosnold ex- j _ . .
•
„ L M
.
. . miah O Brien, of Machais, often called, 1world renowned authors also were
Cannon, Del., writes: ” 1 am en
plored Its^ Southwestern shore n
and
..
.
tirely cured o f chronic catarrh of
u . in
, \the Father of. the
American
Navv. ’ horn in Maine, among them being John
1603 Captain Martin Pring, a British I
- . . n . ..
. .
*’
the stomach and bowels by PEM .
.T
. ~
. and for his notable achievement he S. C. Abbot, the celebrated historian,
RU -N A.”
trader discovered Casco Bay on which j was given a vote of thanks by Conat Brunswick; Elizabeth Akers Allen,
Mr. J. Bayer, Glendale, Oregon:
is now located the City of Portland.
! gress.
“ There is no medicine like PE-RU author
of
“
Rock
me
to
Sleep
Mother”
The premeier attempt at settlement [ Another historic event of that year
N A for catarrhal deafness.”
w a s made in 1604 by Sieur da Monts, was the march of Benedict Arnold and and other famous poems, at Strong;
Mrs. Kate Marquis, Middleburg,
Rebecca
Sophia
Clark,
famed
writer
of
Ohio: “ P E -R U -N A cured me o f
the famous French explorer, who es his army across Maine in an attempt
children's stories, under the non de catarrh o f the head and throat.”
tablished the first colony in what is to capture the city of Quebec.
Mr. J. H. Collins, Wesson, Mis
plume of Sophie May. at Norridgenow the United States, north of Flori
Falmouth, now the city of Portland,
sissippi: “ P E -R U -N A makes me
wock;
Sewall
Ford,
creator
of
the
da, within the borders of the present also was bombarded and destroped in
feel vigorous and able to work
“ Shorty and Torohv” stories at Levant. without that tired, weak feeling I
State of Maine, on Neutral Island in 1775 by a British fleet under Mowatt.
James Otis Kaler. known to hundreds usually have otherwise.”
the St. Croix River, near what is now
In 1779 Gastine, whose career forms
Mrs. P. Ludvigsen, Austin, Min
the city of Calais.
The renowned one of the most romantic pages in of thousands of hoy readers under the
nesota: “ I got rid o f my liver
pen
name
of
James
Otis,
at
WinterChamplain was a member of the party American history, was captured by the
trouble and can eat anything since
and cruised along the Maine coast, as British, and it was in this engage port; Sarah Payson Parton, one of the taking P E -R U -N A .”
Mrs. L. Hearing, 283 East 169th
fa r east as the Kennebec River, nam ment that the famous Sir John Moore, best knowm women writers of the last
ing Mt. Desert Island. After a terri the subject of that immortal poem, century, under the pen name of Fan St., N ew York City: “ For catarrh
of the head and stomach, I have
ble year in which the majority of the “ The Burial of Sir John Moore,” re nie Fern, at Portland; Harriet Pres found P E -R U -N A better than any
party died from exposure and disease ceived his “ baptism of fire.” In that cott Spofford, famous w’ riter, at Calais;
other medicine.”
Mr. W. H. Edgar, 49 Cooper St.,
the ^colony was obliged to give up its battle Paul Revere who only a few Sarah Orne Jewett, at South Berwick;
Atlanta, Georgia:
“ PE -R U -N A
1
Holman
F.
Day,
popular
novelist
at
existence.
years before had made his memorable
Vassalboro and Jacob Abbot, author cured me after I had suffered
In 1607 the first English colony was ride, led the Massachusetts detachfifteen years with rheumatism.”
of the Rollo hooks, at Hallowell.
Mrs. Leona Dodd, R. No. 3,
established at Popham, at the mouth ! ment of troops.
Few people are aware of the fact Medon, Tennessee: “ P E -R U -N A
of the Kennebec River, by George Pop- | In 1803, Commodore Edward Preble,
is a grand medicine fo r coughs and
ham. This with the colony at James : of Portland, commanded the American that Edgar Wilson Nye. known to the
colds.”
world
as
“
Bill
Nye"
the
famous
humortown, Virginia, founded the same year, ! Squadron at Tripoli which defeated the ,
So many diseases are due to ca
were the first English settlements on Barbary pirates and upon his return 1ist, was born at Shirley, near Moose- tarrh and catarrhal conditions,
the Atlantic Coast. The little group, to the United States was received with head Lake. Two of the greatest pub makes P E -R U -N A the best medi
after the death of its founder, was ob ; great distinction and given a vote of i lishers of today are natives of Maine. cine in the world to have on hand
fo r emergencies and general health
liged to abandon the &ite. The colony thanks and awarded a medal by Con- 1The are Cyrus H. K. Curtis, publisher protection. Thousands o f families
of
the
Saturday
Evening
Post,
Ladies’
,
however, established one notable rec- (! gress.
are never without a bottle of PEHome1Journal and other widely known R U -N A or a box o f P E -R U -N A
ord for it constructed, during its j
j Hundreds of thousands have read publications, born at
Portland and Tablets in the medicine cabinet.
year of suffering, the Virginia, the
Longfellows’ immortal poem “ My Lost Frank A. Munsey. publisher of Mun- That is the safe way.
|Youth” in which he describes his na- sey’s Magazine. New York Herald and 8 You can buy PE -R U -N A any
where in tablet or liquid form.
' tive city of Portland and in which he other leading publications. born at
has made famous the naval battle be Mercer.
Putnam,
George
Palmer
F r o Baptist
tween the American warship ‘ Enter founder of the publishing
louse
of
Rav. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
prise” and the British warship “ Box George Putnam Sons first saw the
M am lng service at 10.30 A. M.
er” fought off the eastern end of Casco light of day at Brunswick.
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Bay. In this bloody engagment the
Many of Americ an’s ar> atest char
G U A R A N T E E D to give
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. captains of the two ships wore killed
instant r e lie f and posi
acters
in
history
were
burn
in
Maine.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
tively cure the moat stubborn
in action and both were buried in the
Among these are
Hannibal
Hamlin,
bunion. Pain and inflammation
Special music by choir.
old Eastern Cemetery at Po-tland.
disappear like magic. Get a box of
vice-president of the Cnited States
Choir practice Monday nights.
FA
IR Y FO O T today, and If you do
their graves, side by side, being visit
not eay this ia the moat marvelous
A ll are cordially Invited tc come and ed annually by tourists from every with Lincoln, horn at Paris; Sir W i l l i 
bunion remedy you ever used, raam Pcppep-!!, conquere of Louislturg,
turn and get your money back.
hear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
section of the world.
yt Kittery; Sir William Phipps, tivst
Tuesday night church prayer and
F. FRENCH & SON. Cor, Court &
The year of 1X14 was another nota Royal Governor of Massachasm ts.
praise Service.
Main Strs.
ble one in the history of the State. first AmeCcau whom Great i’ri’ ain
1
Church of the Good Shepherd
During it the present city of Eastport conferred knighthood and t i e conquer
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
was captured by the British and held er of Annapolis Royal. Novia Scotia,
as a part of Canadian 'territory for at Wool wi ch;
8unday Services
Commodore
Edward
about
four years. The second capture Preble ’’Hero of Tripoli." at Portland:
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Also on the first Sunday in the of Castine by the British also occurred, General L. C ha in hcrla in " Her o of lb
and a day or two later was fought the
month at 10.30
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 remarkable battle of Hampden, much
overlooked hv historians and which
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
i
both
American and British soldiers
Sunday School at noon
i
were
killed, and the present cities of
First Baptist
! Bangor and Belfast captured,

Maine, Its Romance, History
and Interesting Features
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men. born respectively at Durham and
Turner; John A. Andrew, Massachu
setts’ noted Civil War governor, at
Windham; Hugh McCulloch, famous
finanier and former Secreay of the
Treasury, born at Kennebunk; Sargeant Smith Prentiss, one of Ameri
ca’s most famous orators, and said to
be the greatest extemporaneous speak
er that ever lived, at Portland; Gener
al Neal Dow, Father of Prohibition and
leader in public life, at Portland;
Annie Louise Cary, world renowned
singer, at Wayne; Nathaniel Parker
Willis, at one time America’s most
popular essayist, at Portland; Sum
ner I. Kimball, father of the great
coast life-saving service of the Unit
ed States, at Lebanon.
Other Maine-born men who have
achieved almost a world wide reputa

THOUSANDS PROCLAIM
TH E M ERITS OF .

P E -R U -N A

rAIRYFOOT
~ A Real Bunion Cure—i

Court St.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor.
10.30 morning worship with sermon.
12.00 Bible School with classes (er
men and women.
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.
>.00 gospel song service and sermon.
8.00 Aftorznoeting.
T u o s is j evening at 7.30 mid-week
prayer service.
Choir rehearsal each Tuesday even
ing at the close of the regular prayer

j

j

On March 15th, 1820. Maine official! ly became a separate State of the Union, up to this time it having keen a
part of Massachusetts and known as
the District of Maine.

In 1839 occurred one of the most
notable events in the history of the
United States and in which Maine was
the great factor around which revolv
ed the principal incidents. T h i 3 was
the Aroostook W ar which threatened
hostilities between Great Britain and
meeting.
the United States. Large numbers of
First Congregational
troops were raised and immense sums
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
of
money appropriated by both nations
Morning service at 10.30.
Bnndey school at 12 o’clock. Bible for the expected conflict; the com
manding officer for the United States
nlasass for men and women.
Teong Peeples meeting at 0.1f p. m.
Evening service at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at

7J0.
Methodist Kpteoopei
Corner School end Military Streets.
Her. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
10.30 a. m Public W orship with sermon
12.00 a . Sunday School with Organ
ised and Graded Classes for all.
SJ0 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
M t p. m. Preparatory Members Class.
0.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
under the auspices of the Epworth
League.
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
with
vested
cherus
choir
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Tuesday evening.
Christian Science
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian
Church, 11 A. M.
f ir s t

ch urch

of

h o ulto n

Unitarian
Military Street at Kelleran
Preaching Service regularly every
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
In March on the 7th and 21st.
8ttadpy School every Sunday at 12:00
MMght F. Mowery, Minister
214 Court Street
Tel. 186-W !

B rig h t eyes, a cle a r skin and a bod y
full o f you th and health m a y be
y o u rs if y o u w ill keep yo u r system
in ord e r b y re g u la rly taking

once you taste to know
good, how wholesome,
totally different is

The Cracker that Satisfies,
A m o st d e sira b le fo o d — with m e a ls o r b e tw e e n : fo r the little
o n e s o r little o n e s grow n u p : b e fo e or a fte r w ork o r p l a y :
A L L w ays, A nytim e.
Frankly y ou w ill n ev er b e w ith
out a su p p ly on ce an y b o d y in y o u r
hom e g e ts acqu ain ted.
Y o u will find JO N E SP IL O T B R E A D
different, too.

totally

It

T h e w o rld ’s standard remedy for kidney
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles, the
enemies o f life and looks. In use since
1696. A U druggists, three sizes.
Leek fur Ike m m Geld Medal on every box
ead eeeept do imitation

The best emergency remedy. Have
a bottle always in the family medicine
closet.
Non-alcoholic.
Safe for
children, Sold everywhere.

Buy of your neighborhood dealer.
Manufactured by
F. L . Jones Co., B an gor, Me.

Dealers supplied these most popular
crackers by wholesale grocers at
Presque Isle, Bangor or Portland, Me.

Thurston 6c K ingsbury Co., Portland, Maine

1

HU*
(axo)

When Visitors Come to
Your House this Summer—

Cream of Tartar Biscuits
Serve the real, old-fashioned Cream
o f T artar Biscuits piping hot! Y o u r
guests are looking forward eagerly
to eating them* Keep on hand

On

Bakin

ny

Stickncy €5 Poor’s

km

Creamof Tartar
Guaranteed to

Test #9ioo% Pure

Alw.y* a stand-by in baking biscuits, short
cake end ginger bread. \ATbolesome. unfailing.
Prepared from grapes.
Tbe ideal leavenar
when Grandma was a girl, the ideal leavenar
now.
Buy a p a ck a g tfro m y o u r grocer today

Quench

Thirst
W ay

This

Just place a level teaspi.onlul of S.
Cream <»f Tartar in a
tumbler r>f cuLd water.
Add a little lemon juice,
.sumtr to taste. Stir, and
you have a refreshing
drink,
winch
doctors
consider very healthful.

Stickney & Poor Spice Co.
BOSTON

We test it at every stage of its making— several times an hour.
We make absolutely certain of its uniform quality and purity.
Because we have thus made sure of the quality of the flour, you
can be sure of the quality of your baking.

There*s Nothing So Good As

Convenient packages. Prem ium coupon in each.
Y o u r neighborhood dealer sells them.
219

cn IJA
n A DnLrtu
RRFAf)
jU
Ar
71-75 PICKMIIW
bancor. n
1AI^E

TH IS is the package to buy.

“ T h ey m ay talk ab ou t their new tan gled
d rinks but

Form osa Oolong «wid tndia
Orange Pekoe and Ceylon

F. L. JONES COP I C - N IC

il
!?

Cracker f a k e r s f 00 yean.

You will find that William Tell will give a delicious flavor and a
uniform goodness to all your baking.

TEAS

ONC rOVNO

>

H A L IF A X

William Tell
Flour

( APSlil t S

BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL

tin

“How’s the cake coming?” Everybody's
interested. You want to know that it ’s h
coming right and you test it time and
again. That’s the way we make sure of

GOLDMEDAL

Sure to bring colds, cought, chills,
grip or something worse. Be prepar
ed with

how
how

Jones9Picnic
Soda Biscuit

Colds in the Chest or Bronchitis
An Old Family
Doctor's Favorite
Proscription

(Continued on Page 6)

And You’ll Beg Too

CHURCH SERVICES

W om en
M ade Young

tion are Noah Brooks author and
friend of Lincoln, a native of Castine;
Cyrus Hamlin, first president of Rob
erts’ College, Constantinople, W ater
ford; W alter N. Brackett, America'13
greatest painter of fish, Unity; East
man Johnson, America’s renowned por
trait painter, Lovell; Professor Dudley
Allon Sargent, one of the best known
directors of physical training in the
United States, Belfast; George Otis
Smith, director of the U. S. Geologi
cal Survey, Hodgdon; John F. Stevens
former Chief Engineer of the Panama
Canal, West Gardiner; Richard Haw
ley Tucker, widely known astronomor
and director of the great Lick Obser
vatory at Mt. Hamilton, California.
Wiscasset; John Washburn. President

Don’t take any chancees on ycur flour.
Tell your

grocer, William

Tell, and be sure.
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is overcome through spiritual under
to human consciousness as the very
standing increases one’s consciousness
voice of God to destroy and dispel the
of joy and harmony.
Every effort
error. Such a system is Christian
towards spirituality and away from
Science and it only asks to he known
On V «r g « of Breakdown Mrs. Dion
that which is material brings a rich
by its fruits.
Takta Tanlao and Trouble*
reward. “ He that overcometh shall
The revelation came to Mrs. Eddy
A re O ver
inherit all things: and I will be his
because the particular qualities of
God, and he shall be my son.”— Advt.
"I was right on the verge of a phys though which she possessed made it
inevitable.
She
investigated
e
v
e
r
y
,
ical breakdown when I started taking
Tanlac,” said Mrs. Clara Dion, who material system of healing and finally
resides at 1155 Elm Street, Manchester decided that all causation must be i One of the interesting events of the
mental, yet it required twenty years Picture on Wednesday, in “ Should a
N. H., recently. Continuing she said:
“For two years I have been suffering of effort before she really understood Husband Forgive” is a cleverly stag
from a severe stomach trouble, and ' that all causation was Mind, God, and ed horse race that contains all the
niy appetite was so poor that it hard- j a number of years more before it had thrills of a real race.
The star is
---- "-------sufficient clarity to be Murium Cooper.
ly seemed' possible
for—
a grown noronn
person unfolded with auffieietl
to survive on the little 1 ate, and I given to the world.
Don’t miss a good laugh at the
The slightest amount of spiritual un Temple Thursday with Bryant Wash
Anally got so bad that just the odor
of anything cooking would nauseate derstanding put into practice brings burn in “ Mrs. Temple’s Telegram ” .
me. I lost a great deal of weight, and forth abundant results, and faith as a
grain of nmstarrd seed is sufficient K,|"“ om> ot tllos" relTO8hi" B comedies
was so weak and run down it was with
remove mountains ot error.
1tl,lU 8W,lls vou 0,lt ,Tllh (hl> su"
the greatest effort I could do my house
The reasoning of Christian Science i shilli”K
tlu“ llinls
*">«<»*•
work and at the end of the day I
brings divine Love close to human ex-1’Thoroughly clean and wholesomely
could barely drag one foot after the
>'ml ,mi llrinK lh<' 'v1' o1‘' (<imother, and at times I would have such j perieuce. The
m e recognition
r e r u g u iu u n that
umi Ood
v,,,w !

COULD HARDLY
DRAG AROUND

TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES

weak spells I would be compelled to j jg Mind and that man is His perfect;
catch hold of something to keep from [ idea is the basis for Christian Science
falling. For sometime I have also suf-1 healing.
When we measure our'

surp

have a good

All who seek thi illing entertainment
will find it in Zane Grey’s “ Desert
fered terribly from sharp pains in my I thoughts by this divine standard and Gold” shown on Friday evening.
side and back, which made it very j undertake as fur as possible to enterLovers of Enid Bennett should keep
difflcult for me to stoop, and kept me |tain only that thought which we know' Jung 8th in mind as she appears in
In misery all the time.
Jto be of God, the thought which has “ Stepping Out” on that date and is
“I had taken many different medi- j made us sick or unhappy is eliminated, considered the best picture she ever
clnes, but none of them did me a parone after another of the material be math1, real picture, one that will
tide of good and I had become very ' liefs which have hound as are annulled bring that soul searching happiness,
much discouraged.
However, after through the application of spiritual enjoyment and appreciation to all.
seeing so many statements in the law and we are learning that food, or
Watch for your boy in U. of M. Reel
newspaper where Tanlac had benefit water, or cold, or heat, or dampnes, or to be showirhere June in.
ed other I decided to give it a trial, dust, or contact with our brother man,
and my Improvement since I began never had any pow'er to harm us, for
Messrs. Frank Cassidy. Jos. Mona
taking it has simply been remarkable. the divine idea comes in contact with
han,
Eddie Conlogue and Dr. (J. P. Cas
I had taken but a few' doses when my nothing hut that which is harmonious
sidy returnet 1 Tuesday morning from
and
healthful
and
manifests
only
the
appetite had Improved so I could eat
Bangor where they attended a big K.
three hearty meals a day and enjoy goodness of God. The divine Princi
of
C. meeting.
:
them. I continued taking Tanlac un- ple corrects inharmonous and unsnc
til now I can eat anything I want and cesst’ul business conditions, and sor
everything agrees with me perfectly, row and disappointment are removed
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N FOR
D IS C H A R G E
and I have not had the least sign of by the law of Love,
Each inharmonious condition which In tin1 matter of
l
those dreadful pains in my side and
Walter 15. Lovicy
In Bankruptcy
hack since I began taking it. I have
Bankrupt. !
regained my strength so that I can
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
do my own housework for my house
District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
of eleven room with the greatest ease.
W A L T E R B. LOVLEY of Hustle Hill
I do not feel tired and worn out any
without question
in
the
County of Aroostook,
and
fails
in
the
more and am always full of energy.
ECZEMA. State of Maine, in said District respect
T E T T E R or fully represents, that on the 7th day of
Tanlac has done me so much good I
skin diseases,
last past,
he
was
duly
am glad of the opportunity to say a
at our risk. November,
adjudged bankrupt as aforesaid under
good word for it.”
L E IG H T O N & F E E L E Y
the Acts of Congress relating to Bank
Tanlac Is sold In Houlton‘by Munro’s
ruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
all his property and rights of property,
W e st End Drug Store; Island Falls by
Public notice is hereby given that and has fully complied with all the re
8. R. Crabtree; F t Kent by Stanley
Otho W. Tompkins, late of Caribou, in quirements of said Acts and of the
Bnrrlll; Littleton, L. F. Hall. Adv.
the County of Aroostook and State of orders of Court touching his bank
Maine, by his mortgage1 deed dated ruptcy.
W h e re fo re he prays. That he may tie
October 26th, 1917, and recorded in
Vo!. 299, page 391, Southern District decreed hv the Court to have a full disAroostook Registry of Deeds, in his charge “ fr orn all d e b t s pro val tie ag;t iust
lifetime conveyed to Gorham C. Shaw his cs t a t -.■ under said ban kri;ipt ey Act--.
On the tewenty-flrst clay of next of said Caribou, the following describ e xc e pt SU eh debt s as ar e
(O' ■pted by
month the voters must choose a can ed real estate situate in that part of taw fr <>m such di sel i urge
lie'll.
i ’Llt<■d : hi-* l If!. «la v " f -M; 1V. A •
didate from many to he voted for to said Caribou known as “ H“ Township,
W A L T E R B. 1,' A L I A
being
a
part
of
lot
numbered
eight
(Si
fill the office of sheriff the next two
1:.i n krtii it.
Cunningham’s survey of said Tow n
f M a i n e , N o r t h e r n 1>i\.'ision, syears.
ship, to wit: lot numbered nine (9i ac ! 'ist r i <■t o
* m thi a -End da.v ot' .M'i y. A. D .
Mr. Weed is widely known, has been cording to the survey and plan of the
-T p e t , [ i, ,n.
*n r c e d i n g tin- toia-eI ’ll 15
prominent in the business affairs of Roberts Addition to Caribou Village,
i> the county, he has always been an ef- made for the Roberts Estate1 in June Ordereid 1
b y the Court, Tbat a h e a r i n g
1913 by G. M. Hardison, which plan of
a* «*n tlie id d a y ot
the Roberts Addition to Caribou Vill lui v. 1A.m 1’.. 10."■an
id * 'niiri
■J*>. I.Hh’’
age is recorded in Vol. 7 page 22 of the at 15: i n ur<>r in o;aid Di st r iet, No r t hern
Aroostook Registry of Deeds.
The >i v isii >n ;it m o',cl ock in t he ,*<»n*no<»n:
premises above described are the same and 11lat no t i c e '( h e r e o f bt * Vuh li shed in
premises conveyed to said Otho \V. tin- Ih Ullt on T i t m •a, a
-!>a pel r pr i nt e d
Tompkins by the said Gorham C. Shaw in snii 1 I list r i o t , No r t hern 1’ i v b don, and
October 26th, 1917.
i Hat a II hm o w n c red i ters a ml of her perThat the said Gorham ( ’. Shaw by d i i i s it i init-aa-st. iuia.' appe: i r a t the -ja id
his assignment of said mortgage dated t i me aiml pl an' . ;ind s ho w ca n.-a if a n v
May 12th, 1920, and recorded in sail! t h e v tiia vo■, w h v t he p r a v e r or aul pet i Registry in Vol. 306, page 15. sold, as t i <>n e r slit mid not be g r a n t ed.
signed. and conveyed unto Sarah F. And it is F u r th e r Ordered by the Court,
< On d
by
Ch-r k
Wheeler of Concord in the County of That
shall
t he
Middlesex, and
Commonwealth
of mail t> > a! 1 k n o w n ered , urs C"iI'i*1s o f said
Massachusetts, the mortgage deed pet it io i: and t h i 1* order, ad* Ire'Sse(1 L
above described, the debt thereby se t ifin ;at t h e i r p laces of r*Ndd ene e a.cured. and all right, title, and interest •'.11»•(!.
Witness the Honorable ( ’larenee Hale.
in the premises therein conveyed.
That the condition in said mortgage Judge of the said Hourt, and the seal
is broken, by reason whereof the said thereof, at Bangor in the Northern DiviSarah E. Wheeler claims a foreclosure .-bon of said District on the f’_’nd day of
M ay . A. !»., IIL’ *'.
of said mortgage.
(L. S.)
I SABEL SHEEHAN.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, Mav 2lst.
1'eputy Clerk
1920.
A. true copy of petition and order thereof.
SARAH E. W HEELER.
Attest’
I SABEL S H E E H A N
By Her Attorney,
Deputy (Perk
321
John B. Roberts.
................
- .............

A, I T C H ?

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
FOR SHERIFF

John R. W eed of M cntlcello

fleient worker for the interests of his
party, and he believes that if the vot
ers are satisfied with his qualifications
lie is justified in asking for their votes.
He has had experience for more than
twenty years as a Trial Justice and
knows what the laws are he will be
commissioned to enforce.
He has held offices of trust and has
proved worthy; a notable case being
bis experience as representative in
1899, when he was largely instrument
al in preventing the sale of the Coun
ty holdings in the B. &. A. Railroad
bonds, and in convincing the Railroad
tbat it should promptly continue its
road northward.
|
During the days of the draft, in the
World War, Mr. Weed was a member
of the Exemption Board, and gave of
bis time and efforts without stint.
He will enforce the laws. He asks
for votes on June twenty-first at the
Primaries, and he is entitled to the
nomination.— Adv.

LECTURE FRIDAY, JUNE 4
ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

m"

Buy Hand

Mounted

Elks

Teeth

For Sale 1 m ile

down

the

Foxcroft

road. 8 room house, large shed, sta W an ted — A young g irl to help w ith
care of 2 small children. Apply at
ble, 3 acres of land, good orchard.
office TIM ES Pub. Co.
We desire to express our apprecia
Apply to Mrs. M. A. ADAIR, Tele
phone 315.25.
321 Vote fo r Theodore J. Fox fo r S heriff
tion to our friends and neighbors for
the many kindly acts during our re
at the Republican primiaries June
cent bereavement and for the profu Fcr Sale 80 Acres W ild Land C ontain
21, 1920. Try a business man.
ing Spruce and F ir Pulp, Cedar and
sion of flowers sent in, to the B. R. C.
and Hard Wood. Only one half mile
of A. wo are especially grateful for
haul to Bennett’s Siding. Apply to Beginning June 1st, Osgood’s Jew elry
the beautiful floral emblem.
Store will remain open evenings
Henry F. Corliss, Oakfield. Maine,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Carson
to accommodate those who work
122p
and family i Telephone 27-4.
during daytime.
Mrs. Will. Stone
{
Houlton. Mav 31, 1920.
122p The annual m eeting of the Aroostook
County Patrons Mutual Fire Insur Subscriptions for any Magazine or
ance Company for the election of
Newspaper may be left at the
Officers and Directors will be held
TIMES Office, where the lowest
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
at the Municipal Hall, Presque Isle,
price can be obtained.
Public notice is hereby given that
Maine, Tuesday June, 15 1920, at
1Madolene Giggey of Fort Fairfield, in
10.30 o’clock a. m.
222 A valued subscriber says “ Every
the County of Aroostook, and State of
time that I have used these columns
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated W anted P rotestant W om an between
for selling articles, they have been
September 29, 1916 and recorded in
40 and 45 years old for general
successful.” Try them.
the Southern District of the Aroostook
housework in family of two, all mod
Registry of Deeds in Vol. 289 page
ern conveniences including washing Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
598 conveyed to John B. Roberts of
machine.
Must lie a good plain
as well as Cjarbon Paper made by
Caribou in the County of Aroostook,
cook and make good bread. Wages
Webster—There’s
none better. Cali
and State of Maine, and W. H. Laffaty
$10.00 a week. No. 963 Washington
or send to TIMES Office.
then of said Caribou, but now of EsSt., Canton. Mass.
122p
ealon in the County of San Joaquin
M erchants and Professional men do not
and State of California, the following
have to buy coupon books for type
described real estate situate in the
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
town and village of said Caribou, and
the TIMES office as you need them
Houlton Readers Can No Longer
being a part of lot number four (4)
Doubt the Evidence
Cunningham's survey of “ H" Township
W indow Signs, Autom obile initials,
bounded as follows, to wit; commenc
This Houlton citizen testified long
trunk and traveling bags lettered,
ing in thi1 center of the* County Road ago.
promptly and neatly done. Apply
leading from Caribou to Limestone, at
to B. C. Roberts, Dream Theatre.
Told of quick relief— of undoubted
the northwest corner of land owned or
20tf
occupied June 29th, 1896 by Isaiah benefit.
Kierstead: thence, easterly on the
The facts are now confirmed
G irls W anted fo r clothes pin factory
north line of said Kierstead’s land to
Such testimony is complete the
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
the southwest corner of a lot of land evidence conclusive.
work. Inquire at office of Summit
convoyed by the late Lydia J. Bubar
Lumber Co., Houlton or write to
It
forms
convincing
proof
of
merit.
to Abner Bubar by deed dated Novem
above company at Davidson.
tf
Mrs. M. II. Small, 9 Smyrna St.,
ber 17. 1909. and recorded in tbe
Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol says: “ I have used Doan's Kidney A m ateu r Photographers— Past, Pres
243. page 394: thence, northerly along Pills off and on for the last three
ent and Future—W e want to make
said Abner Bubar's west line and a
you a present. Your name on a post
years,
whenever
I
have
felt
that
I
continuation of the same five (5) rods
al card will bring it to you free.
<o ( ho south line of land owned or oc- needed a knidney remedy. 1 have nev
G E R R IT Y ’S Dept. G. Bangor, Maine.
copied by Lydia Walters; thence, er used anything that helped as much
221
westerly along said Walters south line as Doan’s Kidney Pills."
to tlie center of said County Road;
W an ted — Men and Women fo r A t
CONTI N U E L) CO N FID EN( ’ E
(hence, southerly along the center of
tendants. pupil nurses, and other
Five years later, Mrs. Small said:
said County Road five (5) rods to the
positions, at Bangor State Hospital
place of beginning. Reserving a right “ Doan’:-; Kidney Pills have done fine
Bangor. Maine.
Permanent posi
of way across the north side of work during the past few years, when
tions. Good pay. Apply to the Super
above granted promises, as now laid
intendent.
819
out and travelled between the north ever I have used them for signs of
kidney
weakness.
I
hold
Doan’s
in
side ot the dwelling house on above
Bank Book No. 11748 issued by the
grant* d premises and said Walters the same high esteem as I did when I
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
south l i n e for the use of Oliver T. Bu first endorsed them.”
lost, and this notice is given, as re
bar. his heirs and assigns, and the use
quired by law, that a duplicate book
60c, at all dealers. FosWr-Milburn
ot Abner Bubar. his heirs and assigns.
mav be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
Tin premises above described are the Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. V.
319
same premises conveyed to Madolene
CAR D O F T H A N K S

DOUBLY PROVEN

G;0 g e y b y t ho s a i d J o h n
S* ' p l o p i b r r 2 fltli . 191 f1 .

B . R o h e ids

'Flint t i l e 1- ai d Jol i n B. K<> hef t' d p
hy
t heir
at-i s i u n i m nt
\Y . 11. 1m ll'a t y 1
*i ;ito*i Jtt P' i a IV SOCOlml. 1917 . a m i reor i r d e d in s; ti*! R*mi s l r v in Vo l . '2 s :\
i u i a * r>5 7. as: -PUP "<1. s o l d a m i OOP V* V'mi
11» ik 1> W* *1>ij th e
m o r t g. i g e
doe d
a ’ m»Vr ipme’-j lied . t h e d e b t tilm r o l i v seeli It" -ft .and a 11 r:ight. t i t l e a m 1 i nt e r * dgt
i ii f Ip* I*r* •m istm ti l e] re i n *-op v e v e d .
T h a t t h e sai l 1 B. P. \ Y e ’ >h. h v 1:i i s
a >isiuii ip e n t *l at . ‘(1 F e b r u a r y 18th. 19 L!'1,
a *a! i v * *M'doi 1 in sa.id K o g i a t ,A it! V ol.
d. pa ■JO 9. ;i ssi g n e i l . , s o l d an (1 COPY*l’ y
*■*! t ,J o h n ] ’. K o b e ] [Ms. t i l l ’ m o r t g a g o
*1* ■*•*1 a h o v e l i es c r i b e d tin* die l d til. T e
-iroi i aimi al l r i g h t . ti t l e a n d inby' Sf T 1
t" rest in i i>.i - pn '111 IS. s 1h e r m P *"*>!) V*
1 bat th* c on*i it i on in s a i d m o r t g a
i s lin d\oil, h\.' re a s o p w h e r on, 1, I cl a i m
a 1Dll'l •losti rt • ot s ai d I m o r t g a
1) ' i ' o d
1!- ai,
e

at

Car itiou,

Maine,

Mav

26.

.

w v w w ■ (■ w v 'y w w w v

™ ~M 0HAWK i ire s
<J Equip your car with Mohawks and forget your
troubles. fJComplete line of Accessories. fJHave
your old tires repaired—First class wors—Prices
right. CJiWe call for and deliver your work free

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.
Poone 361-M

Rear Thomas’ Barber Shop

JOl I N B. RtDP, F i n

I

T is interesting to note that among the
earlier Buick Valve-in-Head motor cars
manufactured, there are still hundreds of
these Models in active daily service. This
wonderful endurance — stam ina — consis
tent performance is so well established and
maintained that the Buick car has become
a definite standard of motor car value.

Prospective purchasers—Buick owners—
and the exacting public, find that these
Buick assets are the basis for the enviable
reputation of the Buick Valve-in-Head car
today—this unusual efficiency, quality and
performance is found only in the Buick
Valve-in-Head motor car.

YOUR TEETH
; owders. tooth brushes,

P rice* f. o. b. Flint, M ichigan

tooth past*1 and mouth washes,
l ’erlect. equipments.

Model K.-44
(Model K-45
Model K-46

- <1595.00
• <1595.00
• <2235.00

Model
Model
Model

K-47 - <2465.00
K-49 - <1865.00
K-50 ■ $2895.00

Price* Ruvind April 1, 1920

TALCUM
Talcums for all toilet purposes
before and after the bath— in
doors or out. Special face pow
ders and some for baby and tan
protection.

COLD CREAM
Toilet cream is the most com
plete toilet application. Takes
the place of a dozen other
things. Ours is the best.

TOWELS
W ish (Moths, Turkish and bath
towels. Fine goods and at the
fairest prices.

SPONGES
Big bath sponges with big capa
city. Wonderful additions to
the tub equipment. Get along
without them? Certainly not!

Munro’s West End Drug
= = = = = Store = = = = =

at

Apply

You ’ll W ant to Buy
Just for Satisfaction

Gy Dr. Walton Hubbard, C. S. B.
On Friday evening June
4
at
t b « Auditorium there will be a lecture
od Christian Science to which the pub
lic is Invited.
The explanation of God’s Law and
Its availablility to all mankind was
taught and demonstrated by Jesus the
Christ, but for many centuries it has
been maintained that the major por
tion of the reward for Christian living
1s to come at some future time.
The wisdom of this world has fail
ed not only to heal from discord and
sin but to heal from disease, and It
w ill continue to fail In Its treatment of
disease until It is recdghled that sicksees is sick thought expressed on the
body, and that sick thought is cast out
through spiritual jtnderstanding. When
human thought is filled with tear and
‘ he lief in dlsease, no human statement
t d tlie ooRtrer? w ill suffice,' ahd the
tabeght whi ch heals must be so eviM i t l y the divine idea, that it comes

deep.

Anything and everything that could
be wanted to luxuriate home1 bathing,
with additional toilet needs in varie
ty, of strictly high-class quality and
all goods sold at prices that aidtia’ ly
save you money.
Give us more of
your bath and toilet need orders, and
w ell give you more of tin- |I••1. ••■these goods afford.

Toorii

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

Osgood’s,
Osgood's and save $10.00 each.
to
tf W anted a g irl fo r General K itchen
Buy Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding
work. Apply to Matron Aroostook
Rings and get what you pay for.
Wanted a young girl to assist with
Hospital.
housework.
Apply to Mrs. H. W.
Four R epair men at Osgod’s are busy
Richards, Commonwealth Ave.
122 For Sale Six room house on Pleasant
every minute. There is a reason.
street. Good large lot. 60 ft. wide
10 rods long. W ill be sold at a bar
F cr Sale One Black M are 1050 to 1100
gain. Inquire of W. A. Brown, W ill Coupons fo r typ ew riters ribbons may
lbs. Also some young pigs for deli
be exchanged at the TIMES office
ard street.
21
very after June 8. Apply to H. B.
for any machine.
Crawford. Telephone 521-2
222
on street 8 rods
Lewis Dalton.

M oney Saved

JUST SOAPS

_

For Sale lot on Spring street 5 rods Auto Goggles and D riving Glasses at

Beauty Toilets

Toilet, hath, medicinal, baby,
hair, surgical and liquid. All
kinds of soaps and they’re all
here now.

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

C L A S S I F I E D ADS

The Buick Model K -S « -4 5

B41

W hen Better Automobiles are Built, Buick W ill Build Them

L. S. Bean,

o.

lue isle

' M rs**
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Road Commissioner Fortier has com
pleted the work on the road between
the Garison Hill and the Boundary
line so that now it is in splendid con
dition and automobile drivers are loud
in their praise for the good word done.
Hon. and Mrs. F. A. Powers accom
panied by Paul H. Powers leave this
week for the Pow'ers homestead at
Pittsfield where they will remain for
a few weeks, during which time Judge
and Mrs. Powers will attend com
mencement at Maine Central Institute
and Bow'doin College.

2 Apply with a regular fertilizerj those little chunks of the real stuff threaten to exhaust in time, as has al
distributor. If yours is not of the type ; down from Boston with him.
ready been the case with Australia
which has feed spouts, use burlap bags | When the operations of the Boston
and
California. If no new gold mines
so arranged as to forme three spouts. ; concern of which Jernegan was vice
3 Use a fertilizer attachment on president and chief booster became are discovered we shall probably steer
the cultivator. This cultivates and fer the subject of special stories in the into a gold famine.
Ned Joy and wife spent the holiday
8ubtcrib«rs should bear in
tilizes in one operation.
newspapers the U. S. department of
“ Careful chemical research of the
4 Use the two-corn planter with justice began to manifest interest in sea water brought forward show s that
fnind that all subscriptions are at their old home in Sherman.
H. G. Dibblee sold last week to D.
fertilizer attachment, driving astride! the preceedings and sent some inquisit- it contains about a grain of gold in
payable in advance and the pa A. Foster, Limestone, a Cole Aero 8
the rows. This is better than hand 1ors down to Lubec and more to Boston. solution per ton. Conclusively there
per will be discontinued at ex car.
application, but not as good a method Then the works blew up and Jernegan exists dissolved in the ocean a quantipiration. Notice of such expira
Miss Kate Phillips of Fort Fairfield
as the others mentioned.
disappeared in the dust. How much ty of gold equal to 800.000,000,000 tons;
tion will be sent out the First of is the guest of Mrs. Frank Dunn on
5 Use the one-horse or five hoe he got away with is uncertain. Some that is to say. 500,000 times as much
Watson Avenue.
winter grains in standing coni. This said $150,000, others more. Somebody gold us has been produced ever since
each month .
Mr. Wm. Mcllroy left Monday for
grain drill, such as is used for seeding must have gotten a lot of money out the beginning of our chronology until
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920 a few weeks visit with relatives in
machine is also most excellent for ap of the scheme, for plenty was put in, this day.”
* i * T IM E S office w ill close at noon Woodstock, N. B.
plying side dressings of fertilizer to The last heard of Jernegan he was
Follow’ five or six parapraghs of pure
The many friends of Mrs. E. Bucha
A. G. Munro and Geo. E. Cressy re
every Saturday during May, June,
potatoes, cabbages, tomatoes, and iu flitting about the eastern seas, be
and mixed science before Herr Pam
nan will be sorry to learn of her death
turned
Monday
from
a
successful
fish
July and August, in accordance with
fact, to all rowed crops.
tween Manila and Hong Kong, four phleteer gets down to pure gold, thus:
which occurred Friday evening at the
the usual custom of Banks and County ing trip to Umculcus Lake.
If you use a fertilizer broadcaster teen or fifteen years ago.
home
of
her
son
Wm.
J.
Carson,
Grove
“ From this point we beg to apply to
Miss Jean Dickison arrived home
offices.
cultivate or work the soil immediate
Try
it
in
Germany
you
with the request to join the memSt.
with
whom
she
has
lived
for
some
Monday from Boston whore she is at
ly after applying the fertilizer. This
Now’,
it
appears,
the
same
old
fak<j
bership
amounts to $10 only. By this
years.
mixes the fertilizer through the soil so with w’hich Jernegan shook down the means membership entitles you to the
Mrs. Cora Putnam returned Thurs tending school, for a short vacation.
Funeral services were held Monday
Mrs.
B.
S.
Green
and
young
daugh-;
thut all the small feeding rootlets can
d a y from a trip to Boston and Port
ter who have been in Boston for sev- afternoon and were largely attend get it. Do not work deep enough to hard-headed citizens of Maine and the 1privilege of ten shares. You will thus
land.
rest of New England is being worked have the satisfaction to aid science
ed, burial being made in Evergreen
cut the roots.
Dr. P. O. Orcutt and family left Sun eral weeks returned home Monday.
in
Germany, where, anyway, they have . and to increase your money so you can
cemetery.
Rev. P. M. Silke was in Bangor |
d ay for a few days stay at Oak Point
need
of some bright promises to cheer I easily make at least $1,500— $2,000—
Side
Dressing
Potatoes
last week to attend an important
-Camp, Portage Lake.
For years practical potato growers them up. Listen to the 1920 version out of $100."
meeting
of
the
Maine
Catholic
Clergy.
I
W . P. Mansur has moved to the W at
Concluding with the venerable jazz:
Mrs. Bessie Nevers, Frank Dunn JApply F e rtiliz e r A fte r Crops are Up. have followed the practice of making of Fresh Gold from Salt Water, as The
son on Charles street, which he pur
a second application of fertilizer when Sun and New York Herald tells it:
and
Rev.
H.
Scott
Smith
left
for
Gard
“ Do not let this never returning op
The
Fertilizer
Industry
is
doing
its
chased of Mrs. Watson.
i
The investor with a predilection for portunity slip by. Speedy despatch is
iner on Monday to attend the annual I utmost to supply consumers with fer the vines are from six to eight inches
A. E. Klein has moved into the house
convention of Episcopal churches of tilizer in every section of New Eng high- sometimes even up to the time the wild and woolly, the one who im entirely in your own interest, as sub
he recently purchased from Gordon
Maine.
land. There is enough fertilizer to go the first blossoms appear. This is pro agines that somewhere, on the moun scription term expires June 10, 1920.”
McKeen on W eeks Street.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. S. around, but distribution is limited by bably too late hut if the amount of tain tops or under the sea, there’s a
The address— in case anybody wants
W m . Dobson of Thorndike, Maine is
applied at the time of plant flock of money waiting for him, should to see if the Chemical Research As
R. Parks will sympathize with them in the time factor.
Great difficulties I
In town for a few days, as is his usual
the death , of their young son David have upset the manufacture and dis ing has been cut down, or fertilizer read carefully the prospects of the sociation really is— is Berlin S. W. 19
•custom each Memorial Day.
last week. The funeral took place on tribution of fertilizers this season. omitted altogether, it is all the mor'* Chemical Research Association of Ber Koellnischer Fishmarkt No. 1.
Leiand Ludwig spent the week-end
The snows, embargoes and strikes necessary and profitable to get at it lin, which proposes to refine gold out
In town the guest of his parents re- j Monday.
ot salt water and gall.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Hall Jr. accom have interfered with normal ship shortly after growth has started
burning to Bowdoin Tuesday.
|
Apply as for corn, except take pains
panied by Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stack- ments and the lack of labor has been
The prospectus of which a number
M ajor W idgery of Portland was in
pole of Bridgewater spent the week a great detriment to the business. to get the fertilizer neaarer the row*. of copies have reached this city, is
<town Friday on business connected
end and Memorial day at Davis Pond. Shipments have been made and are Potato roosts do not forage as far nor taken by business men who have had
•with the Salvation army home.
Money back without question
Camp Wapiti.
being made ('very day. so the output as widely as do the roots of the corn. an opportunity of scrutinizing it as at If HUNT'S 8alv« fall* in th*
Fred O. Hanagan, the Broadway
'
of ITCH, ECZBMA.
A recital by vocal pupils of Miss at this time is even greater per diem Tin1 potato plant is "lazy" and needs least one indication that Germany is [ treatment
R I N G W O R M , T E T T E R or
Druggist has recently installed addi
Mary Burpee will be given Wednesday than for several motifbs. Most farm an abundance of food near at hand.
setting earnestly to work on the task 1 o th e r itching akin diseaeea.
tional equipment for his Soda fountain.
; Try a 75 cent bos. at our risk.
evening of this week in the High ers van be supplied during the month Adv.
of
national rehabilitation. The pro
Dr. and Mrs. Fred W. Mann who
L E IG H T O N & F E E L E Y
School Auditorium.
The public is of June, and bite applications of ferti
spectus, having all that quality of subt
have been spending the winter in Bos
cordially invited to be present.
lety inherent in a troop of Uhlans on
lizer may be finite* effective as if ap
ton returned home Friday, making the
Mrs. Geo. Don worth who has been plied at plai ting time.
a tin roof, urges whom it may concern
trip by auto.
visiting her sister .Mrs. Thus. V. Doher
to come in and give up, not so much
Tin- BosUm Herald of M a y 27 th apt
A representative of the Urban Stock
Lots of Maine people romeber tin*
ty left last week for Massachusetts ly states that unless chemical plant
apparently
because there is any likeli- i
Co. was in town last Friday and book
Rev. Prescott F. Jernegan of Boston
where she will remain a time before foods arrive in ample quantities for
hood
of
the
investor getting his invest- \
e d his show with the Heywood for a
and his scheme to get gold out of sea
returning to her home in Seattle.
cultivation into tin* rows beside tin* water. Many of the memories arc sad. ment back as because there are Ger- ;
run early in July.
m m iH in B e r l i n w h o n e e d t h e m o n e y .
H. G. Dibblee left Monday evening gl'OU'ili,” ci'np.j. th<‘r<> will bo a claligorH A B IT A B S O L U T E L Y O V E R C O M E
M rs . D o u g la s s o f A m h e rst, N o v a
for a lot of good Maine money faded
for Boston where he will join a party our falling off in flu* harvest. Now
The gifted pamphleteer makes the 1BY
THE
NEAL
TREATM ENT.
Scotia, formerly Miss Mame Stevens,
out of sight when the Jernegan bubble
of Cole agents for a trip to the factory England raises so little of what it conFOR
IN F O R M A T IO N
AT
is the guest of Miss Hortense White on
blew up. The ministerial fraud was following opening: "It is a quite well W R IT E
in Indianapolis, where he will get his ■sumes that it cannot afford to face a
known
fact
that
the
formerly
richest
O
N
C
E.
T
H
E
N
E
A
L
IN
S
T
IT
U
T
E
,
166
Military Street.
smooth.
lie had the oiliest of tin*
allotment of Cole cars for delivery.
; deficiency in its already too scanty quick wealth wizards of these times gold mines of Transvaal and Alaska P IE A S A N T A V E N U E , P O R T L A N D ,
Mrs. Mattie Powers of Brookline
Mrs. Jas. M. Pierce accompanied by |
|harvest, and the rest of the country
w h o has been visiting her daughter
beaten about, seventeen ways. People have become less productive and ! M E. P H O N E 4216.
C.
H.
Pierce
left
Sunday
by
auto
for
j
i
cannot
afford
to
have
it
do
so.
Mrs. Geo. B. Dunn returned to her
brought their money to him and coaxed
Portland where Mrs. Pierce will visit ! Commercial fertilizer is the tnainhome on Saturday.
him to take it. giving a smile with
Mrs. Roland E. Clark and Mr. Pierce jj stay of the New England farmers.. It
Mrs. Lloyd Bubar who has been vis
every dollar. They gazed with awe
iting at the home of her sister in St. will visit his son Leonard and family. I|is therefore much better and wiser to upon tin* "plant" at Lubec. and ponder
Christian Science services each Sun make a delayed fertilizin’ application ed upon the mysteries ot Lin* "secret
Johnsbury, Vt., during the past week
day at 11 a. m. Presbyterian church. after .-crops art* planted and up. than processes” operating inside, getting a
returned home Thursday.
Mrs. John Watson has moved to her June 6th: Subject: “ God the only to attempt to grow a cron with no fer grain and. a half of void out of every
Wednesday at tilizer at all. or witli less than the us ton of the Atlantic ocean and the
mew home on Pleasant street, which Cause and Creator."
she purchased of W. P. Mansur and is 7.30 p. m. testimonial service. Cordial ual quantity. Remember that fertili ocean so plentiid.
I have some extra nice Golden Bantam Seed Corn, and a
zer conserves farm labor by making it
m aking some additions and improve welcome to all.
Fcoffers and wise unys stood around
small amount of “ Early Delight” and “ Golden Giant” , what
ments.
Hon. F. H. Parkhurst and Hon. B. more productive. The big problem is and knocked the scheme and joshed
I consider to be the two best varities of sweet corn for
Wm. C. Donnell arrived home Sat W. Howe are expected in Houlton this to apply the fertilizer with, tile least the investors, hut flu* gold hugs proud
Aroostook.
Of course I have everything else in seeds, too.
urday from an extended visit in Wash Wednesday having been on a tour of possible amount of labor, but at such ly pointed to the cute little cubes and
My Spencer Sweet Pea Seeds are the best money can buy,
ington, D. C. and also visited his the county in the interests of Mr. a time, and in such a way, as to make pretty little pyramids of real gold that
daughter, Mrs. Roland E. Clark in Parkhurst’s candidacy for Governor at it most effective.
and then there are Tomato. Cabbage and Pansy plants—
Rev. Jernegan exhibited as products
The seed itself furnishes tin* food re of his chemical process. That settled
Portland.*
the1June Primaries.
Pansy, Aster and in fact about everything you need to plant
quired for the start of tin* new « rep. it with the investors. Then* was tin*
Elisha S. Powers went to Augusta
An automobile bearing a Maine 1;
by auto on Saturday and returned with ! cense tay No. 17-877 and said to have It is. of isi!irs'<■. an advantage to hav* gold to pove it. Afterwards they learn
Mrs. Powers on Tuesday, having visit |been fully occupied came to grief late available plant food within reach of ed that, the Rev. Jernegan brought
e d Mrs. Chas. P. Kinsman at Augusta Saturday on Green St. going off the tin* hungry rootlets just as soon as
they are formed. If, however, this has
fo r a few days.
road into a hollow a drop of 10 feet,
The Houlton High school ball team which badly demolished the oar, How been impossible, the next best tiling is
miet their first defeat of the season at the occupants escaped death or seri to get the fertilizer on before this sup
ply of available food is entirely ex Learn to play in one hour with my
Millinocket, Wednesday, the score be ous injury is a miracle.
colored chart. Is placed behind keys.
hausted.
ing Millinocket 14, H. H. S. 5 in their
Ben Marks, the broad-guage potato
Sent to von for 25 C E N T S
previous game High school was the
C. M A X W E L L , Box 903
Side-Dressing Corn, Potatoes and
planter of North Aroostook, is going
winner by a big margin.
Portland,
Maine
O ther Vegetables
to lay off this year and take a much
Kenneth Sutherland, representing
needed rest. That is, Mr. Marks is
Within an astonishing short time af
Hon. John P. Deering, candidate for
only going to plant a little patch of 185 ter the plant is "up" the roots meet
Governor at the June Primaries was
acres of spuds this season. Last sea and interlace between the rows. Riant
in town last week, in the interests of
son he was one of the real potato farm food in fertilizer should be applied
Mr. Deering and went north f ’-om
ers, with a plant of over 300 acres.— along the rows but not in direct con
here.
tact with the plant at the first hoeing j
Star-Herald.
Dr. and Mrs. H. B. F. Jarvis have i
The trotting horse OroFino, six or cultivation, and is soon available to i
moved to their home on Charles st.,
years old, with ^
record of 2.03 Vi this network of root-hairs. The prin- j
, rented for several years to the James
bought last week in Boston by Henry eipal thing, then, is to get the fertili
Dougherty family.
Mr. Dougherty
Dewitt and W alter Mott , for the zer on and worked into the soil, so
low in g purchased the I. H. Davis resi
Woodstock Driving Club, was brought that the growth of the plant will be
dence on Pleasant street and moved
over from Houlton Sunday afternoon uninterrupted. Since the food in the
Itia family.
and is now at the parlor track. The seed is exhausted by the time the corn
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carter accom total cost of the horse was about $3000. seedlings reach a height of six or sev
panied by Hon. and Mrs. Frank A. Pea — Woodstock Press.
en inches, tin? application should be
body left Sunday for Bar Harbor by
made before that stage of growtlj has |
N. F. Perry of A. C. Perry Co., was
auto where they attended the opening
been reached.
!
I
in Hartford last week and while there
o f the new State bridge, which was
arranged with one of the heaviest
How to Apply
j
dedicated on Memorial Day. The re
companies to handle crop price in
1
Use
the
common
grain
drill
with
j
tain ed Tuesday.
vestment, his agency for same cover two of the hoes or discs set high over !
The Houlton W ater Co. has recent ing the County as will be seen by their
the row of corn. Close the openings
ly installed a set of pole line switches ad. in this issue. This sort of insur
in these two tubes, so that no fertili
.at the pumping station on their high ance bids fair to stabilize the business,
zer can drop on tin; corn.
j
tension lines, which will allow them and take some of the gamble out of it
to abut off the power lines in case of so far as the farmer is concerned.

OF LOCAL I NTEREST

MRS. E. BUCHANAN

CROPS NEED NOT FAIL

GERMAN ECHO OF
JERNEGAN FAKE

Drink-Drag

“Seeds- Garden”

Chadwick—Florist

PLAY PIANO

S A Y

when getting ready for
that fishing trip don’t
forget your

B . F . A.
C IG A R

It’s the universal choice
of all smokers who relish
a good smoke- All
dealers.

•emergency work which previously had
to be done at the power station at
Aroostook Falls.
The Aroostook County Anti-Tuber-

'COlar Association has purchased a
Ford coupe for use by the County
nurse, Miss Edith Knight, says the Re
publican. By the u::o> of this automo
bile, Miss Knight will be greatly aid
ed In the saving of much valuable time
and also of visiting places which have
in the past been partially neglected
and will find it of material benefit in
H o performance of her duties, which
are increasing, requiring much more

Have you canned foods, butter, cheese,
eggs, honey, maple sugar, rugs, bed
spreads, or other home made articles
for sale? If so, and if you have Jnot
been interviewed by a woman in your
own community, write for particulars
before |June 2 to

Mrs. C H A R LE S

BARNES

HOULTON, MAINE

County Chairman for the State Chamber of
Commerce and Agricultural League

DO IT N

REAL ESTATE
FOX BROS. COMPANY
Homes at $1,700, $3,200, $2,500
Farms at $2,000, $3,500, $5,500, $7,500
Prices to suit all.

e

/

— and IVhen Ye Plight
the Troth

FOX BROS. COMPANY
Real Estate and Insurance
Houlton, Maine

h- .<>».

d bn o than formerly.

Be mindful that the ring— which
marks the step so vital in the life of
womankind— be of the finest gold, with
gem of purity beyond reproach.

Simmons Oil Cook
Stoves
Test okteb for Consumption of Fuel in
'Simmons Oil Cook Stoves
O H consumed by 3 burner* 1 hour
O H consumed by i btfrner.l hour
V tm * 1 gal. oil will burn
% Sallon water from 47* to 212° or boiling point

Simmons
12 ozs.
4 ozs.
24.4 hrs.
1 oz.

Other Make
22 ozs.
7 1-3 ozs.
14.4 hrs.
3 oz.

. -IP

Hardware Company

Engagement Rings
We charge you no more for the better grades of
leather and rubber soles and heels, used in re
pairing you shoes when [you bring them to us.
We are now equipped to do your work. We
guarantee that our work will please you

McGary’s Shoe Store

in Solitaire and Cluster Diamond ef
fects, also set with Pearls, Rubies,
Emeralds and other precious stones
are special features of our up-to-date
display

Wedding Rings

— this is our specialty, we carry a full
'line of Gold Wedding Rings in 14, 16,
18 Karet Gold, also a beautiful line of
popular Platinum bands.

J". D. P e rry
Jeweler q.nd Optometrist
Market Sq», Moulton

%Houlton, Maine

A

«
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Maine. The canning of fish, vegeta Alberta and Manitoba, in turn. Short
bles, fruits, berries constitutes a tre ly afterward the eastern provinces of
mendous industry and the State is in Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia
(Continued from page three)
ternationally famed for its shipbuild and New Brunswick fell into line,
while the Province of Quebec declined
of the Washburn-Croaby Flour Co., ing. The manufacture of lime is im
to “ be stampeded by Ontario hysteria”
at Minneapolis, Hallowell; W alter M. portant.
as some political leaders expressed
Hundreds
of
different
articles
are
Lowney, chocolate manufacturer, Sebee; and many other almost equally made in Maine, in the manufacture of it.
Liquor dealers from all over the
many of which the state leads. The
as well known.
Dominion flocked to Montreal, and
list
of
even
the
principal
ones
is
too
Some of the State’s distinguished
with the local purveyors reaped a
citizens, past and present, who while long to enumerate in this brief arti
rich harvest in the inter-provincial
cle.
It
is
only
necessary
to
say
that
not born in Maine, achieved their suc
trade until a few months later the
cess while a resident of it.
Among Maine has a wonderfud future in in
Dominion
Government, by order-in
these was Rear Admiral Robert E. dustry and agriculture because of its
council, put a temporary stop to the
location
so
close
to
the
great
centers
Peary, discover of the North Pole, who
traffic as a war measure.
came of Maine stock. His home at the of population, its splendid system of
transportation
to
these
centers
as
well
These orders-in-council lapsed the
time of his death was on Eagle Island,
as
throughbut
the
State,
and
the
fact
i
first
of this year, with the proclama
Casco Bay, in the town of Harpswell.
Formerly he was for several years suc that it possesses such a bountiful sup-, tion of peace in Canada, and the traffic
cessively a resident of the cities of ply of the raw materials for the man was resumed in intensified form, with
Portland and South Portland and the ufacture of many staple articles. The the result that urgent representations
town of Fryeburg. Other notables in State also has the finest of transatlan from all quarters were sent to Ottawa
this class are James G. Blaine, former tic steamship service to many parts protesting against the nullification of
Secretary of State and Republican of the world through the port of Port the will of the provinces.
nominee for president who lived at land, as well as two transcontinental
Parliament then passed a measure
Augusta; General Henry Knox, first railroad systems.
providing that any province might
Certain it is that Maine whose past prohibit the importation of alcoholic
Secretary of W a r of the United States
and Washington’s Chief of Staff whose has been a glorious one has an equally spirits within any area where local
home was at Thomaston; William Pitt splendid outlook for the future. This prohibition prevailed.
Fessenden, former Secretary of the is not only true in commerce and ag
Nearly all the provincial Legisla
Treasury under Lincoln and famous riculture, but it is becoming one of the tures are now in session, and in each
American stateman, a lifelong resi greatest summer resort sections in the case legislation enabling them to take
dent of Portland; Emma Eames and nion. Last year It is estimated that advantage of this provision has been
Emilio de Gogorza, world renowned 700,000 tourists visited the State, brought forward.
singers, who both live at Bath; Pro leaving approximately $30,000,000 and
fessor Donald B. MacMillan, noted A r this year it is expected that the Cen
tie explorer, who makes his home at tennial Celebration will greatly in
crease this number and make it the
Freeport, and very many others.
Not a large 8taue in area as compar greatest season Maine has known up
In telling of the wonderful work
One of the
ed with many in the Union, it is, how to the present time.
that
army surgeons are doing at the
ever, of immense size when compared great factors in this connection has
W
alter
Reed Hospital, Washington,
* it h those in its immediate vicinity. been its wonderful system of new
Edwin G. Burrows in the Home Sector
State
highways
which
is
growing
rap
F o r instance, it practically equals in
idly each year and which now traverse j says:

MAINE CENTENNIAL

not recover of itself, the surgeon cuts with his legs crossed
so that he scar tissue. In such cases the surgeon
in to fix it up. He may find that all
presses upon a nerve and puts his j relieves the pressure and prepares the
the trouble is pressure upon it, which |foot to sleep.
hQ(. niim. , ..
,
|
same thing often I wound so that it will not shrink in the
has numbed it, as when a man sits |happens because of the shrinking of same way again.”

CROP INVESTMENT
INSURANCE
fl W e can protect your investment in y o u r c r o p s
while they grow.

NERVE OPERATIONS
RESTORED LIMBS

CJ W h y

risk your money in

the

ground w h e n w e c a n
protect you?

territory all of the other N ew England
“ The results of surgical work on
These are of
States combined and one of its sixteen nearly every section.
other
parts of the body are not usually
the
highest
type
of
construction
and
counties, Aroostook, is almost as large
so spectacular as those on the face,
as the state of Massachusetts.
The are being splendidly maintained.
In conclusion it may be interesting but the operations are in many cases
total area of Maine is 33,040 square
to
quote from an address delivered by just as delicate and the results as
miles, or 19,132,800 acres. O f this the
Hon.
Thomas B. Reed many years ago, beneficial. Take the case of the dough
land area is 29,895 square miles and
and
which
contained this toast to his boy who was going up a little ravine
w ater area 3,145. The State is 302
in the neighborhood of Soissons on
native
State:
miles in length and 285 in width.
j
July
18, 1918, and was stopped by a
“
Here’s
to
the
State
of
Maine,
Maine has about 1,300 islands and
:
machine
gun bullet. It got him in the
settled
mostly
by
the
blood
of
Old
abount 1,600 lakes. Among the form
leg,
severing
the nerve. The wound
England,
but
always
preferring
er Mt. Desert Island, one of the larg
healed
in
France,
but the lower part of
liberty
to
ancestry;
a
strong,
old
est on the Atlantic Coast, contains 60,bis leg was paralyzed. He is in a bed
democratic
State,
yet
among
the
000 acres arid is noted for its wonder
at Walter Reed now, but before he is
first to help give liberty to the
ful scenery. On it is located the only
‘! very much older he is going to get up
slave.
May
her
future
be
as
noNational Park east of the Mississippi,
and walk out of there on two good
ble as her past.
H ere’s to the
Lafayette National Park.
One of
legs.
State
of
Maine,
the
land
of
the
blu
Maine’s lakes, Moosehead, is the larg
est skies, the greenest earth, the > “ The way they do it is this: The sur
est in New England and has an area
richest air, the strongest, and,
geon first of all finds out whether the
of 120 square miles and is about 35
what
is
better,
the
sturdiest
men,
|
nerve is surely destroyed. Operations
miles in length.
There are about
the fairest, and what is best of all
are seldom performed within six
S,000 rivers and streams in the State,
the truest women under the sun.”
months after the date of the injury. A
its rivers and lakes comprising onetotal of 1949 A. E. F. men came back
tenth of its total area.
with
injuries of that sort, and of the
Maine’s coast line is one of the most
875
treated
at Walter Reed from May
remarkable in the entire world as well
Efforts to convert the modified
to
September,
41 per cent, recovered
. as one of the most beautiful. While prohibition which prevails through
Eighteen per
in a straight line, from its most west out the Dominion of Canada into a without an operation.
erly to its most easterly point, it mea “ bone-dry” regime of the order which cent, are still under observation. The
sures only about 278 miles, because of prevails here are now under way, G-ray is of no assistance in determin
its almost numberless bays and {den with prospects of success in all the ing whether a nerve is cut, but an
electric spark will sometimes show
tations, the actual coast line of the nine provinces except Quebec.
State reaches the astounding figure of
At present eight of the provinces whether the circuit is broken.
‘When it is certain that a nerve will
about 2,486 miles.
are operating under wartime legisla
Maine also has many lofty moun tion yrhich prohibits the manufacture ,
tains, among them famous Katahdin, or sale within
each province of
one mile in height, and renowned for beverages of more than 2 per cent,
fts rugged beauty. The entire area of alcoholic content, while the Province
the State is exceptionally high only of Quebec operates under a constitu
about one-third of its territory in the tional act of the Legislature, which
South and in the valley of the St. John came into effect the 1st of May last
river in the North, being below an al year, permitting the sale of beer of
approxfmately 6 per cent, and wine oi
titude of 80# feet.
Many great rivers rise within its 15 per cent, alcohol, with stronger
borders or flow across it, among them spirits to be sold by licensed vendors
being the mighty St. John whose on medical prescriptions or for indus
source is in the northern part of the trial purposes.
State and is one of Am erica’s great
Control of inter-provincial trade,
waterways. The longest river wholly however, lies within the jurisdiction
within the State is the Penobscot with of the Dominion Parliament, with the
a length of approximately 300 miles. result that the residents within any
The Kennebec River is about 150 miles I province that has
“gone dry
by
action of its Legislature, may import
long.
' Maine has another interesting fe a -! alcohol of any strength or in any
ture and that is the fact that it is ex- j quantity for consumption within tlmir
actly midway between the equator and own homes from any " we t " p ,-ov.ii<-*\
the North Pole and a monument in the 1or even from outside- the Dominion.
arul
town of Perry marks the exact half- J Thirsty Canadians within tin

W rite or telephone

ARTHUR C. PERRY COMPANY
PRESQUE ISLE, MAINE
The Leading Insurance Agency of Aroostook

FOR A BONE DRY CANADA

Bwnmaww 'i i » » ii'mn.itii-int.vw r uwrwev,

Why a Majority of the Smaller Cars
Come on Goodyear Tires
Last year more cars using 30x3-, 3 0 x3 !/2-,
or 31 x 4-inch tire . were factory-equipped
with Goodyear Tiros than with any other
kind.

{ districts, who wore willing to pa: tlm
way point.
N o State in the Union has a great profiteering prices exacted by Qer variety of wonderful scenery than liquor dealers, did riot, tin ' (-fore, md
Maine, combining as it does, rugged the prohibitive legislation vt-rv id-;
seacoast, towering mountains, superb some.
But the days of drouth will shortly
lakes, limitless forests, beautiful riv
ers and charming agricultural coun be upon them also, for tin1 Dominion
try. It is the paradise of the seeker JParliam ent has recently put it within
the power of each individual provinet
after health and recreation.

This is plainly a result o f the high relative
value produced in these tires for the smaller
cars by Goodyear’s enormous resources and
scrupulous cai\\
They represent the same intense endeavor
to supply utmost satisfaction in tires that
has laid the basis for the marked preference
which exists everywhere for Goodyear Tires
in the larger sizes.

Industrially Maine is one of the p r o -! to prohibit this interprovincial traffic.
Prohibitory legislation in Canada la
minent States of the Union and it al
so takes high rank in agriculture and gan in September, 1916, when a w a r 
eem aerce. Its mighty rivers are now time act passed by the Ontario Legisfurnishing immense waterpower for lature came into force. This was fol
hundreds of industries and only a lowed by similar action on the part of
Columbia and the
other
t m *u amount of this available power British
provinces,
Saskatchewan ,
H— been nsed. It Is one of the lead western
ers in lumbering, 75% of its land area
being covered with a forest growth,
the principal woods being pine, fir,
spruce and hemlock with an abundance
Of cedar, beech, birch, hard maple and
black and white ash.
In fishing it
stands almost preeminent being lo
cated In clone proximity to some of
the greatest fishing grounds in the
world. Maine lobsters and clams are
In a class by themselves.
In agriculture Maine has one dis
trict which has made it famous all
over the country. This is Aroostook
County, one of the greatest potato
growing section In the United States.
The State’s sweet corn is the world’s
standard for quality, and Maine can
ned sweet -corn is recognized as the
best in every market. It also produce
an Immense crop of hay, and Maine
apples are known everywhere for their
excellence.
Another widely known
product of the State is blueberries, the
canning of which is one of its import
ant industries.
In the manufacture of paper and
wood pulp, based on the amount of
capital invested and the value of the
product, Maine stands first in the
State of the Union today. It also does
an enormous business in the manu
facture of cotton and woolen goods, as
well as In leather products. The fin
est snowshoes, canoes and woods
equipment in the world are made In

rrs

This real Goodyear value in tires is available
for your Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, M axw ell, or
other car using one o f these sizes, at our
nearest Service Station. G o there for these
tires and Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes.

u n w is e

to put off to-4ay*s duty w t fl toI f your stom ach is

tabs

Rl-MOIDS

aid to digestion comfort
______ , A ploesont relief from
tbs diseoariort o f add-dyspepsia.
MADE BY 8COTT A BOWNB
m akers o p s c o r r s im u l s o n

g o

#

*-

After you eat—always take

f a t o n ic
f c t a (T or

y o d r a o d -sto m a c h )

Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat
ed Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring,
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
Aida dig«*tion and appetite. Keepe stomach
•w eet and strong* Incre&sea \ itality and Pep,
EATONIC Is the beit remedy. Tens of thounds wonderfully benefited. Only costs a cent
sands
or two a
ad
day to use it. Positively guaranteed
or we will refund money. Get a big
topleaaeo
box today, You will tee.

For Sale by O. F. French & 8on
Houlton, Maine

A*-

V
ATT
>n^YEAlV
Mk aawaaa -

3 0 x 3 Vi Goodyear D ouble-C ure
Fabric, A ll-W e a th e r T read _____

-----

30 x 3 1/2 Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_________

Cf)
^£ 1 —

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. W h y risk a good casing with a
cheap tube ? Goodyear H eavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes o f less merit. 3 0 x 3 ^ size in water- $ > | 5 0
proof bag..... .................... ............. ...
________
----

.
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IK E RISING TIDE

OF IMMIGRATION
A fter an interruption of nearly six
je e r s the flour of immigration to
Am erica has been resumed. Every in
terning Steamship is overcrowded and
the exodus from Europe is limited on
ly by the available shipping. Unless
th e immigration experts are badly mis•taken ths inflmr will very soon be as

great as it was before the war.
It is to this six-year interruption that
much of our present labor shortage is
undoubtedly due.
Had things kept
their normal course during these years
we would probably have received at
least four million immigrants, most of
theih ready and able to work. This ad
dition to labor force of the country
would have stabilized the labor market
considerably. As it is, we are several

millions short. Even if the tide of im
migration should assume giant propor
tions in the next few years it will take
a good while to make up the deficiency.
In view of the labor shortage Con
gress is being urged to relax the im
migration laws. But this would be an
act of dubious wisdom. As pointed
out by Robert Dec. Ward no wholesale
influx of alien laborers could be ar
ranged in time to be of service during

PAGE MINK

next autumn’s harvest. Nor is it like
ly, to judge from past experience, that
the alien immigrants would distribute
themselves into the rural areas of the
country. They would flock to the in
dustrial centres as they have always
done. At any rate it is better to wait
and see how high the tide will rise
when ocean transportation resumes its
normal proportions. This may itself
afford a sufficient answer to the re

quest for more lenient terms or ad mis- her house and see others conduct sew
sion to the United tates.
ing societies. This is no plea for idle
W e have great respect for the woman
who knows how to spare herself, for
the one who. knows when she has
enough. W e have respect for the one
who has the courage to say, “ I am not
strong enough to sew for the heathen
and do my home duties also, and my
home is first,” and who dares sit in

ness, or for selfishness that is like a
canker to the soul, only a plea for a
knowledge of one’s own powers and
limitations, for a courage

to the convictions, for a judgment that
is enlightened and generous, not only
towards others but towards herself.

V
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Orand
Special Offerings at All Stores

Luscious Oranges
Straight From Sunny California
Try the modern way of keep
Carloads of sweet, juicy, gold
en oranges—just newly ripened ing families well in your home,
on the trees in California and shipped
by fast freight across the country, are
being sold this week in all first class
stores at attractive prices.
O ranges w ere n e v e r b etter so
th ere w a s n e v e r a better tim e to
buy,

The “ Health Basket,” full of oranges
always within reach, which will tempt
people to eat freely of this body-regu
lating, blood-clarifying fruit.
Oranges eaten with breakfast, lunch
or dinner help to digest the entire meal
thus making all foods more efficient

Buy Now—Use Like This
M :

Cut up, or sliced, oranges are
salad and dessert in one. You can
save the cost of either when you
serve oranges like this.

•4

Slice and serve for breakfast
with or without sugar. Oranges
used this way make an excellent
appetizer

!

Oranee juice is one of the most
healthful of drinks. Try it when
fatigued. Make it yourself. Drink
it any time, day or night

/

unki

Uniformly Good Oranges
*Sunkist” are the uniformly good oranges
chosen from California’s famous groves. They
are practically seedless, juicy, tender— the best
oranges for slicing, cutting or preparing orange
juice.

They are the most convenient oranges to cat
whole because they are easy to peel, firm and
meaty. You need no sugar when you eat “ Sunkist.”
Try them now and look for these advantages—
you’ll always want “ Sunkist” thereafter.

NOTE OUR OFFER BELOW. Sea What You Can Get When You Bug a Dozen Sunkist Oranges THIS WEEK

O ur O ffer to W om en — This W eek Only
A Handy Recipe Card File at One Third Retail Cost

you

Here is an offer of one of the handiest household helps
have ever used. Don’t overlook i t Act today. You may be
sorry if you don’t.
P® This: Buy one dozen Swikist Oranges at any
week and mail the grocer’s sales slip with forty-two
your name and address plainly written to the address below.
Mies slip must show a purchase o f at least one dozen
Oranges on one of the days of this
We’ll Do This: On receipt of the sales slip we will send to
you the neatest, handiest recipe csrd file box that you have ever

j
t ’

week.

fO

store this
cents and
The
Sunkist

seen. Included in the box, which is staunchly made of oak with
no advertising on it, is a set of twenty-four beautifully illustrated
Sunkist Orange and Lemon recipe cards,—each dish pictured in
colors. Also 100 blank cards on which you can paste or write
your best recipes, and twenty-three index cards for filing.
If you bought an outfit like this in a retail store the price
would be $1.25.
Get one now for forty-two cents. This offer is good for this

week only

and there was never a better time to buy oranges*

California Fruit Growers Exchange, Dept. 119, Los Angeles, California

i

according

\ A#*-*»^ '
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PA G * SIGHT
Marcus Blakemore, president of the
association who has investigated availj able supplies with the help of the de
T h e National Preserves and Fruit partment of justice and representa
Products Association have announced tives of the refining industry. “Pres
that its members would stay out of the ent prices represent pure inflation,
sugar market until the price of sugar caused through hoarding by sugar
comes down. The Association claims speculators.”
He said that with the sugar already
to represent 85 per cent o f the manu
received
in this country and the
facturers of the country who make
|amounts contracted for and available
Jams, jellies and preserves.
on the Cuban market an excess of
“The so called shortage of sugar more than 500,000 tons over last year's
does not exist,” read a statement by total consumption was in sight.

SUGAR SUPPLY

SEEM ABUNDANT

t:

“Last year, with a government fixed
price ofc nine cents a pound, we did not
use nearly as much sugar as we have
available this year,” he added, “and
this year, owing to the condition of
foreign exchange and transportation
conditions the demand for export is
much smaller. The net result is that
there is plenty of sugar, but the pub
lic has been scared into paying the ex
orbitant and outrageous prices by the
speculators who have shouted “short
age and held their stocks for still

KEEP PREPARED IS FOCH PLEA
Warning that France must, in the
midst of peace, make preparations for
future wars was uttered by Marshal
Foch, who presided at the annual
meeting of the Polytechnic School fori
Army Engineers. Discussing lessons
of the great war, he said the present
economic struggle is the first part of
the peace program, but preparation
for war is the second part.

“Which of us,” he asked, "dares be
lieve Germany is renouncing war on
the morrow of her ruin— Germany,
which, inspired by sheer ambition,
took up arms in 1864, 1866, 1870 and
1914 on the plea of historic necessity?
Germany’s neighbors, whether they
wish to or not, will be forced to keep
up armies and maintain strong fron
tiers, because, quite apart from the
generous intentions of civilized hu

higher prices.

manity, there are historic realities and
racial appetites, just as there are geo
graphical realities.
“How can we help mistrusting a na
tion which, reduced to impotence by
the great Napoleon, was able, by its
martial ardor, to re-establish itself and
bring about complete overthrow of the
colossal Napoleonic empire, and by
superlative militarism and methodic
development.

010107000102000001090200010101

A re You So Rich
You can afford to take chances on
your investments?
I f you can N O T afford to run any risks with your
money you have saved, then it may prove true
economy to pay $107.50 a share for Censral Maine
Pow er Company 7 per cent Preferred stock, to net
6 1-2 per cent.

i

p

Cole o/lero-EiG H T
BALAN CED T O ZERO
W hat vests the e/fero-EiGHT with its unusual range o f per
formance and enables it to operate with uniform efficiency
and economy throughout its entire speed scope ?
■w-

It is because only the best is good enough for Maine inves

Its working parts are synchronized. It never labocs,
never strains. Its operation is smooth, silent, vibeationless. For the c/fero-ElGHT is balanced to sera.

tors that so many of them have, through the past year, bought

T h e sensation o f speed is cut in half. Traveling
at 6o miles an hour seems like 30; 40 like 20 ana

our security.

at less it moves so evenly and quietly that one is
hardly cognizant o f its motion at all.

They feel that no other investment offers them equal safety
tax exemption, home ownership and permanence.

Those who have experienced the thrill o f traveling
in the air realize instantly w hy the cvfero-E ig h t is
so versatile.

There’s a peculiar fascination about the manner
in which the c/fero-ElGHT p erform s w h ich is
a ttrib u ta b le to its peculiar balance.

They feel

that no other security helps equally to buil up and increase the

H. G. DIBBLEE

property of their own state and thus directly to put money in

Houlton

to their own pockets.

C o l e M o t o r C a r C o m p a n y , I n d i a n a p o l i s , U .S . A

Are YOU also interested in .a high-grade security like Cen
tral Maine Power Company Preferred?
T here’s a T ouch of T omorrow In A ll C ole D oes T oday

If you are, why not send the coupon and get full informa

jKBZC

tion.

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta, Maine
Please send full information about your secur
ity for Maine people.
Name ...................................................-......................
Address .......................................................................

Diamond
TIRES

^ Tread
FUU.ort.IFE

H T 6-2-20............................................................

ia m o n d

T ir e

users, we have to
D
admit, are prejudiced.

tkm
2

Having e x p e r i e n c e d the
superior service of Diamonds
for years, they usually refuse
to listen to a suggestion of a
change*
“ W h y g ive up the old we
K N O W f o r th e new we
DON’T KNOW ?” they argue*
It’s a hard argument to beat*
It’s easier to buy Diamond
Tires and avoid all arguments.

Central Maine Power

D IA M O N D TIRES
"Full of L ift"

PUTNAM HARDWARE CO.

Augusta, Maine

Houlton, Maine

\
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Vice-President on the ticket with Gen. daughter, Lena, who died in Paris the
Harrison. At the close of his term in preceding year, Mr. and Mrs. Morton
that office he again withdrew from gave $600,000 to the Cathedral of St.
H ob . L e r i P. Morton, successively public life and devoted himself to John the Divine in N ew York, $450,000
of it to be devoted to the building of
merchant, banker, congressman, minis* business.
the choir and the remainder for
ter to France, vice-president of the
Governor of New Y ork
placing in the choir an altar and an
United States and Governor of New
The nomination of Mr. Morton for 4 organ.
York; who passed away May 16, was
the governorship of New York in
born at Shoreham, Vt., on May 16,
1894, when the Republican party was
1824. At the age of 15 he obtained
broken up by bitter factional contests,
employment in a general merchandise
settled party differences to a large
.store at Enfleld. Mass., and five years
degree, and he was elected by a large
later became proprietor of a similar
Almost everybody and everything
majority. It was reported that he was
that contributed to the winning of the
atore at Hanover, N. H.
picked out for the office by Senator
At the age of 25 he went to Boston
war has received some sort of public
Platt, but after he became Governor
and became a salesman for a dry
recognition from the W ar Department.
Mr. Morton showed little considera
goods firm, later being admitted to
Even the patient, long suffering, hard
tion for Platt’s men, and the senator’s
partnership. In 1853 he went to New
working and oft ridiculed army mule
plans, which he considered unworthy.
York to manage the company’s busi
has at last been paid encomium by the
After retiring from public life in
erma8ter General
ness in that city. There three years 1896
Mr. Morton spent much of his , Quartennaster Gener^.
la te r the firm of Morton, Grinnell & .
,
. . x
, __ According to an official publication
time abroad, but passed many sum-1
Company was organized. Their trade
issued recently there were more than
mers
with his family
atBeverly
,
...
.
w a s chiefly with the southern states, „
41 .
, , .
. , . _,0_„ ; 45,000 army mules engaged with the
Farms. Although interested in many
nn
and soon after the outbreak of the
. ^
,
_________
army overseas, and more than 100,000
of the largestcorporations
in New
'
civil w ar the house ^ras forced to _
_
.
,«
,. ..
-rwlo, i with the troops in theUnited States,
York city, including the Morton Trust
*
, ,
,
.
suspend business. A few years later „
.
„ »
and while there was much hee-hawmg
Company, he was one of the few multiM r. Morton settled every claim
kicking, balking, biting and other
millionaries in that city whose reputa
Against the company.
mulish tricks as might be expected,
tion did not suffer from the disclosures
In 1863 he established the banking
the army
mule lived up to his
of the insurance inquisition.
house of L. P. Morton & Co. and short
established reputation for enduring,
His benefactions reached all over
ly afterward the Arm of Morton, Rose
sacrificing and dying like a soldier.
the world. He carefully avoided any
A Co. in London. It was by this
They were not all American mules;
act that would encourage pauperism,
house, and largely through the efforts
some of them were allies like the
but never refused to aid any move
Mr. Morton, that a 5 per cent, loan
troops they fought with. Seven thou
ment designed to aid or relieve actual
til floated in Europe, which enabled
sand came from England and 9,000
distress. In the winter of 1879-80
the United States to resume specie
from France and another 11,000 from
Congress placed the Constellation at
payment after the civil war. In this
Spain.
the disposal of any persons willing to
manner the country was saved about
“There was no comparison,” says
send relief to the poverty-stricken
470,000,000 in interest.
the Quartermaster General’s announce

PAGE FITS

of St. Mihiel and in the Argonne.

characterized as so hopeless as to
keep your self respect in this world is
“The record of the mule through the
have reduced even himself In the 10
to pay your way like a gentleman.
World W ar has been such as to reflect
much credit upon the dam, the farm days spent amidst it, to despair.

EX-VICE PRESIDENT DIES
AT 96 YEARS OF AGE

mare of the United States, as well as
The government was “clearly hope
upon the long-eared, loose-jointed pro less,” he said, and all government offi
genitor of that hybird— an animal in cials admitted the transportation prob
dispensable to the success of our army lem would eventually result in the
in the field.
overthrow of the present regime
“Instances have been known where unless help came from outside.
a pack mule would loaf about tho army
Raw materials and the necessary or
kitchen while the cook was baking
ganization to provide adequate trans
bread until he observed the cook busy ,
portation was nowhere to be found,
at some other duty, when he would
Col. Ryan reported, and “the country
approach the fire, raise one foot and i
is drifting rapidly toward a condition
paw off the lid of the dutch oven, grab J
from which no one can see any out
the hot loaf within, and make off with |
come.”
it on the run. He would do the same j
Lacking outside aid, a revolution is
if he observed a hunk of bacon within
easy reach.”
I expected within six months, when
“trouble of the worst kind must be
faced.”

ARMY MULE IN WAR
WINS OFFICIAL PRAISE

SAYS RUSSIA WILL
COLLAPSE IN SIX MONTHS

Makes Food
Taste Good

A

Creates an Appetite j
Aids Digestion :
Purifies the Blood )
Promotes assimilation so as to se
cure full nutritive value o f food,

The Russian Bolsheviki government
disgraceful, detrimental drawback that
as a “ social adventure becomes a
you can put upon yourself.
They
ghastly failure,” according to Col.
place you under heavy obligations to
Edward W. Ryan, Red Cross commis
the
rich man, and beneath the con
sioner for north Russia and the Baltic
states.
tempt of the poor man whose credit
Col. Ryan is just back from a sur represents an l onest hardwon strug
reptitious visit into Russia with the gle for existence. The only way to
Esthonian peace delegation, and his
observations are contained in a re
port received by the state department.
Russia cannot hold out six months, he !
said, without aid from abroad.
!

system. A well-known Justice o f
the Peace in Indiana says H o o d ’s
Sarsaparilla

made

** food

taste

good,” as after taking three bot
tles he eats three hearty meals a
day, works hard and sleeps well.
It will help you to do this. F ift y
years’ phenomenal sales prove its
merit.
Prepared
by
educated
pharmacists. Get a bottle today.

Chaos in Six Months

“ The country must either receive j
assistance from beyond the borders of '
Russia,” the report said, “ or there j
will be chaos.”
I
Col. Ryan left Reval on March 23, |
traveling as a private citizen with the j
Esthonian mission. He spent the fol
lowing day in Petrograd, arriving in
Moscow March 26 and returning to i
Petrograd five days later and to |
Reval April 2. His report, communi
cated to Robert E. Olds. Red Cross
commissioner for Europe, and for
warded here, is said to be the first j
authoritative first-hand information on
conditions in Russia received since '
the return of the Bullitt mission a
year ago.
j
Col. Ryan visited hospitals, schools, ,
churches and theatres and observed !
intimately a community life which he j

SAFE DEPOSIT HABIT
This is a valuable habit to acquire.
Those who once put their valuables in
our Fire and Burglar Proof Vault want
to continue the practice because they
know their valuables are safe.
A Safe Deposit Box here costs only
$3.00 and $5.00 per year.

Houlton Trust Co.
H o uitoTi.Maine

CHILD SAVED BY MOTHER

cree which prohibited the

sale

of |turned out unhappily and the duchess ; able to return to duty. The mule has
American pork In that country . He j divorced him.
j always been given the credit of haveffected the removal of certain unjust j jyjr Morton was rated as one of the I ing his full quota of brains, hut at
•discriminations against Americari co r- 1rjchest men in America, his wealth j times it seemed lie had more than his
porations which had made it impos- j Deing estimated at upyard of $50,000- j share. He may run when hitched to
Bible for them to enforce the collection Jqqq
In 1881 Dartmouth College con-j a wagon, hut invariably does no harm
■4rf a debt from any French citizen.
ferred on him the degree of LL. D. to himself or the wagon. When tired
A fter hie retirement from that post and two years later the same degree he makes his condition
known byhe declined several honors until 1888, came to him from Middlebury.
quitting. However, this quality did
wrben he accepted the nomination for
In 1905, as a memorial for their not come to the fore during the days

d e r a n g e d s t o mac h ,
s wo l l e n up p e r
lip,
s’our s t o mac h , o f f e n s i v e br eat h, hard ami
full belly, wi t h o c c as i o nal g r i p i n g s and
pai ns about tin- navel , pal e f a c e o f l eaden
tint, e y e s h e a v y and dull, t w i t c h i n g e y e 
lids, i t c h i n g o f tile nose, i t c h i n g o f the
r e ct um, short d r y cough, g r i n d i n g o f the

f eet h, lift!'■ i^'d Imints st inking out *111 tilt*
tOIlgUf sf acting during sleep. slow tVv«*r.
!>r. Ti'ue’s Eli xir lias been faithful in
its du': ies ;as a familv La xative and Worm
Hxpelker.
since
isr,i - ow r 6X wars
reputa tion Ever•y one <an improve their
health hv simi >ly Io<>king after the
bowels -a pun* 1lerb, laxat ive whinh 1>r.
True's Eli.xir is. will pn unptlv relieve all
worry and disorcbers. AT A L L LEA I.ERS.

Houlton Savings-B a n k

Superior Corn Flakes

H b U L T O N , M A IN E -

Not thin wispy flakes that quickly
mush down when cream or milk is
added, but substantial flakes—full of
delicate flavor and food goodness.

P ost
T oasties
Best Com Flakes Made

P erm anent 3rd L ib erty
Bonds
W e w ill exchange these fo r Tem porary
Bonds now in circulation, free o f charge
for the service

1915.

First

National Bank
of Houlton, Maine

------ tlfcjt-

Superio!LgrnFl£k£?

tP

to every one who likes
for they have all the
fashioned kinds
satisfaction in
'‘^r^yikny.5
*''
quality which
--*
recognized.
Order a package from your grocer;
and to be sure of the best, specify Post Toasties by name.
appeal
com flakes
goodness o f old
plus a greater
taste and eating
is im m ediately

^

■JP

Battle Creek, Michigan
i

I

J

a*

K iy

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.

,...

and to give strength to the whole

Debts form the most disagreeable,

people of Ireland. Mr. Morton, then a
ment, “between the small, poorly
representative, discovering that noth
nourished mules secured in Spain and
H e w as nominated for Congress in ing had been done to load the vessel,
those purchased in Southern France
N e w York in 1876 on the Republican authorized the announcement that “a
and the powerful, upstanding, mealy-ticket but was not elected. Two years person who declines to have his name
nosed product of the Middle West.
later he was again nominated, and made public offers to pay for oneThere was sharp criticism in some
quarter of the cargo of the Constellathis time elected.
the claw of annual, which
In the national Republican conven tlon if other parties will make up th e;
came up from Spain for duty on the
tion of 1880, after Gen. Garfield had balance.”
battlefront. But these little animals
been nominated for President, Mr.
W as Tw ice M arried
were
able to haul machine gun carts,
Morton was repeatedly urged by the
It was known to Mr. Morton’s releasing the heavy animals for duty
O h io delegation to accept second place
friends that he proposed to pay for with the artillery and ammunition
on the ticket. There is little or no
the whole cargo in case there was trains.
•doubt that he would have been nom
any further delay. His offer, however,
“ There were times during the final
inated had he consented, but he
was followed by an offer from James stage of the world war when it was
refused, and Chester A. Arthur was
Gordon Bennett to furnish another impossible to give much needed rest
•chosen in his stead. The death of
quarter and one from William R. to these animals. There were not
-Garfield and the elevation of Arthur
Grace to pay for a third quarter. The enough to do the work which con
to the presidency followed.
! fourth was speedily contributed by fronted them, and the result was that
President Garfield made him minis several persons.
it was necessary to keep on the move
ter to France in 1881, and the French
He was twice married, his first wife forty-eight, sixty,
and
sometimes
government, in recognition of his ser being Lucy Kimball of Flatlands, L. I.
seventy-two hours, with hardly more
vices to the two countries, gave the She died at Newport in 1871. Two
than a pause. Then it was possible
G e r t r u d e L a m a r r e , s i x - y e a r old d a u g h 
name of Place des Etats-Unis to the years later he married Miss Anna L.
t e r o f Mr. and Mrs. A n s e l m e L a m a r r e ,
only to feed a small amount of grain 29 M a i n St reet , S anf or d, Mai n e ,
was
•etreet in front of the residence of the Street, a granddaughter of Gen.
Under
ved f r o m fits b y the p r o mpt ac t i on o f
and a few handsful of hay.
h e r motliei- w h o a d m i n i s t e r e d I >r. T r u e ' s
American minister. He was honorary , Randall S. Street. She was a leader
this strain the mule went forward giv- Hlixir.
commissioner of the United States to of the social world of Washington I ing his aH uncomplainingly,
Mrs. L a m a r r * 1 w r o t e t he f o l l o w i n g to
1 »r. .1. F. T r u e X: <’o . : " M y d a ug ht e r ,
the Paris Exposition of 1878 and his w h jie b er husand was vice-president.
“ Sometimes, when engaged, it would <
rniU*.
dizzy
.and could not
appointm ent and service w as highly Mr. Morton had five daughters by his
f or she a l w a y s c o mp l a i n e d
seem impossible to get him hack to oe vf e nb e i gnog out
inek. Sbe used y o u r e l i xi r ( Lr.
pleasing to the French people.
second wife, but no children by his the front again, hut his powerful T r u e ' s El i xi r, the F a m i l y L a x a t i v e and
W
o
r
m
E
x
p e l l e e . ) She n e v e r bad a n y til s
A s minister to France Mr. Morton j first. His daughter Helen married the constitution came to his rescue, nml
since.
1 f eel v e r y g r a t e f u l to y o u . "
w as Instrumental In revoking the de-1 Due de Valencay, but the marriage in a remarkably short time he was
Symptoms
of
wo r ms .
Co ns t i pa t i o n,
elected to Congress in 1878

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

c/aJ&e, &

at

X

— BROADWAY
Next to E lk s C lu b

PHARMACY

P rescrip tio n D ru ggist

M a t a S tr e e t
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surmises.

About all that can be said set it down at all.

with confidence is this:

j

SURROUNDING

Omitting for the moment all the
lesser candidates, but not by any
means dismissing them fro mthe cal-

TOWNS

UtllGtiUilO| XL 1O J ll O\ J U li Kf K J ■LlLwl,

U illili

The important

thing in it is the existence generally
not realized, of the balance of power
group. Who will be the ultimate
leader whose thought this group will
follow is not yet clear. It depends up
factors not yet crystalized— among

Some weeks ago, shortly before Lt. ed, and on the west bg Fair street, so
Thomas Mott Osborne released com called, and being the same premises
mand of the naval prison, word was conveyed to the said Peter J. Garcereceived that Coker’s mother was very lon by Charles H. Wilson by his deed

dated Jan. 2, 1902, and-recorded in the
Aroostook Registry o f Deeds at said
Houlton in Vol. 189, Page 154, to which
deed and record and deeds and rec
ords therein referred to reference is
hereby made for a more particular de
scription.
A. B. SMART,
321
Deputy Sheriff.

ill at her home in Texas. The. young
man asked permission to visit her. Lt.
Osborne was willing he should do so,
and the plan was indorsed by the suc
ceeding commander, Commodore A. V.
Wadhams. Permission was necessary
from the navy department, however.
This was granted, with the proviso in
the order from Washington that the
prisoner go under a "suitable guard.”

at some point of the proceddings, proMrs. A. D. Cookson expects to go bably early, there will be a tense tugSubscribers should bear in Thursday to Bridgewater, Mass, to
Penrose. Neither is it clear who will
of-war between Wood and Lowden.
he the finRl preference of this group
mind that all subscriptions are visit her son.
Four Opposing Groups
Mrs. Etta Barrett entertained her
for the presidency. On that point the
payable in advance
the
daughters over Sunday from Shirley
As respects this test of strength the present purpose of the group is not to
and
Presque
Isle.
per will be discontinued at ex
Mr. and Mrs. John Sargeant are mov following distribution of delegates may come to any preference at all until the
D IS S O L U T IO N O F P A R T N E R S H IP
piration. Notice
expira ing up on the Snow road into the Mrs. be taken as fairly accurate. The convention meets. Their final prefer
The partnership heretofore existing
K. Sargeant house.
whole body of delegates will he divid ence might be any one of the major
tion will be sent out the First
The expenses of the trip were borne
The Central Hotel opened this Mon ed roughly into four groups. The num
between
the undersigned under the
candidates
or
any
one
of
the
dark
each month .
by the members of the prisoners’ Mu
day morning under the management
firm name of Grant & Gellerson has
ber
in
each
group
as
here
given
does
horses.
Nothing
that
is
here
said
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lawrence.
tual W elfare League.
Commencing Saturday, May 15, 1920
been dissolved by mutual consent.
Mr. and Mrs. Cole Tompkins on the not pretend to be more than 80 or 90 necessarily eliminates anybody.
Before he left Texas, Coker had the
the T IM E 8 office w ill close at noon Line road are receiving congratula per cent accurate.
All bills against the partnership
satisfaction*of seeing his mother great may be presented* to C. O. Grant and
every Saturday during May, June, tions on the birth of a daughter ‘May
First, there is a group which in
ly improved in health. When the time all debts due the partnership paid to
July and August, in accordance with 28th.
Send Clocks for Repairs to Osgood, varying degrees will be reasonably
came for him to leave for Portsmouth him.
the usual custom of Banks and County Houlton, by express. - It pays.
loyal to Wood, amounting to about
he made no complaint, but, bidding his
offices.
Houlton, Maine, June 1, 1920.
200 delegates.
| Joe Coker, a “ lifer” at the naval pri
mother farewell, calmly started on his
son,
returned
to
Portsmouth
from
a
C. O. G RANT
Second, a group in varying degrees’
On account of no R. F. D. delivery
trip of more than 2000 miles which he journey to return to prison for life.
M.
A. GELLERSON
reasonably
loyal
to
Lowden,
amount-:
Rev. B. C. Bubar attended a funeral
Monday a number of our correspon
was allowed to take in order to visit
ing
to
about
250
delegates.
j
in
Amity
on
Sunday
afternoon.
dence did not reach the office in time
Mrs. A. G. Bryenton of Smyrna was
Third, a group which will probably |his mother, who was ill at her home in
S H E R IF F ’8 S A L E
O R D ER O F N O T IC E
for this issue.
visiting relatives here last week.
be the most cohesive single unit in the j Waco, Texas.
Many friends of Mrs: David Graham
State of Maine
On his journey he was accompanied i AROOSTOOK, ss.
convention amounting to about 240 j
are sorry to learn of her sickness.
Taken this twentyfourth day of May
Supreme Judicial Court
only
by
a
one-man
guard,
unarmed
and
Maurice Bither left Monday for Ban delegates, who are uninstructed for
1920, on an execution dated May7, 1920 Aroostook, ss.
in Equity
Mrs. James Hoyt returned Saturday gor, where he was drawn on the jury.
even
unsupplied
with
handcuffs.
The
any candidate and have no pre-occupa-1
issued on a judgment rendered by the
from a visit in Oardiner.
Albert A. Burleigh
Mrs. Dennis Coyle and son Lawrence tions, but who have been brought to- j guard, Dan Mullen, had himself recent Supreme Judicial Court for the county
The Ricker Senior play “Esmeralda” spent Sunday in Houlton with rela
vs.
is hilled here for Friday, June 4th.
gether by a few of the Old Guard Re- ly completed a long term in the naval of Aroostook, at a term thereof begun
Allstpn Cushing, et. als.
tives.
and held at Houlton within and for
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. Church,
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Kimball of Houl publican leaders and who will follow Pri8onByron Boyd, Receiver duly appoint
said county, on the third Tuesday of
will meet In the vestly of the church ton spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. a common leadership in the conven-1
greater victory to the advocates April, 1920, to wit, on the first day of ed in the above entitled cause, having
on Thursday afternoon of this week.
T. Tuell.
tion. This third group, by reason of j o f ttle Osborne prison system is on May, 1920, in favor of Guy C. Porter filed his report and account dated
Miss Helen Bartlett, teacher in the
Mrs. Chas. Stanley and son Royce
record. The backers of the Osborne and Alton E. Carter, co-partners doing March 23, 1920, it is hereby
first grade of the Grammar school left of Houlton spent Sunday here with its cohesiveness and the experience I recordO R D E R E D :-—That a hearing on the
by auto Friday afternoon for her relatives.
of” its "ag*reed~Tead"ers, will" probably I P,a'> half the e*Ploit as tha Anal proof ! ^ S
l
i Xr a nr a “ a L ^ cv acceptance thereof and on the distri
home in Ashland.
MIsb Lala Hall of Fort Fairfield is be the balance of power of the con- jof the success of Osborne's experiment, j both of sa!(j jjoulton, against Peter J.’ bution of any balance in the hands of
Thomas W ilkins an old and respect spending a few days with her mother
vention. Certainly that will be its N ever in the history of military or ci- j Garcelon of M errill in said county of the Receiver be had at the Court
ed cltisen died at his home here Sun Mrs. Hall.
vil prisons, they declare, has a life p ri-; Aroostook, for Six Hundred Two Dol- House in Augusta, in the County o f
day morning after an illness of sever
Kennebec and State of Maine on Tues
Miss Marion French of Houlton is effort. This is the group to watch.
soner
been trusted to this extent.
I lars and twenty-one cents ($602.21)
al weeks, his age was 81 years.
Fourth, about 200 delegates who in
day, June 15, 1920 at 10 o’clock a. m.
spending a few days at her home here
The schools closed Friday and the in Linneus.
While driving with his guard to the ,debt or. damage and Tw enty.f .0ttT,Do1; and that notice thereof be given to a ll
the political jargon of the day are
..
. a
_
.
i lars and twenty cents ($24.20) costs of
Graduation exercises in Grange Hall,
Frank Little and family spent Sun
parties interested, by publishing an at
were well attended, each did their day in Houlton with Mr. John Little called “ mavericks” , that is, unin- railroad station in Texas on his way ! suit, and will be sold at public auction tested copy of this notice once a week
back
to
Portsmouth
to
finish
out
his
at
the
office
of
Archibalds,
in
Houlton
parts exceedinly well and the music and family.
structed delegates, without commitfor two successive weeks in the Houl
or nersonal leanines or else ! life sentence, Coker was surprised to aforesaid on the nineteenth day of July ton Times a newspaper printed and
by the Orchestra was very good.
W alter Dean of Mapleton is spend merits
ments oi personal leanings, or else ,
- 11920, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the
ing the week with Mr. and Mrs. Sam 1delegates who are instructed for min see a group of chained convicts, under following described real estate, and published in Houlton in said County o f
uel McDunnah.
or candidates, but have no obligation a strong armed guard, working on the all the right, title and interest which Aroostook, the last publication to be
Mrs. Warren Bull submitted to an
road. He stopped and talked with the the said Peter J. Garcelon has and had at least seven days before the date of
Earle Kelley of Orient has been vis operation at Madigan Hospital one ; as between Wood and Lowden. These
in and to the same on the twentieth said hearing in order that such per
officer in charge of the convict crew.
iting friends here during the past day last week.
j! “ mavericks” will act independently
day of October, 1919, at nine o’clock sons or parties may then and there ap
“ Who are these men? What have
Geo. Welton and family and Byron ! and as individuals, according to their
week.
and fifteen minutes, a. m., being the pear and show cause why said report
Mrs. Herbert Crane spent the week McQuarrie and family of Hodgdon
they done? And why are they chain time when the same was attached on should not be accepted and such dis
convictions or interests at the time.
end with Mr. and Mrs. William Crane ! were calling on friends last week.
ed?” Coker asked.
the original writ in the action in which tribution made.
The Balance of Power
in Ludlow.
/ | Mrs. Harry Sawyer returned Mon-1
Dated this 21st day of May, A. D.,
“ They are desperate characters,” said judgment was rendered, to wit: a
Rev. McKinnon of Hodgdon will I day to Houlton after spending a week ;
The third group, the ' “ balance of was the reply.
certain piece or parcel of real estate 1920.
preach in the Union church on Sun with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Jas. H. j
LE S LIE C. CORNISH,
with the buildings thereon located in
power” group, will try to dominate
day, June 6.
Ruth.
“ What are they in for?”
Chief Justice
the village of said Houlton and bound
the
moves.
In
the
first
Wood-Lowden
Miss H. McCordic spent last week
Mrs. Jerry Fanjoy and Mr. and Mrs.
“ Oh most of them for vagancy. etc..” ed as follows, to wit: On the north by
Supreme Judicial Court
at her home in Littleton to attend her Duncan Graham of Smyrna attended test, the effort of this group will pro
land owned by Ellen N. Philbrick, on Atrue copy of Order.
sister's wedding.
the funeral of their brother Lyman >bably be to prevent either from winn said the officer.
Attest: M ICHAEL M. CLARK,
“ Well, so long, we must lie getting the east by land of Christopher Cooper,
Quite a number from here attended Black.
on the south by Weeks street, so chll- 221
Clerk.
the County Sunday School Convention
Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell and ing. Of course, if Wood should be our train,” said Coker, and resumed his
Mrs. Melvin Morrison of New Limerick ; able to get all the fourth group, the journey to the railroad station.
in Houlton last week.
Mr. Thos. Gartley and family of attended the funeral of Lyman Black “ mavericks” he would win. He would
Coker, who is said to lie not more
Oakfleld, N. B. are visiting Mr. and on Sunday.
have to get absolutely all of them, and than 20 years old. was court-martialed
Orville Sawyer arrived Saturday .
Mrs. Ernest Turney Sunday.
Robert Henderson who has been ill from Manchester, N. H. being called |even so he would just barely reach. If while at sea in southern waters of a
in Houlton the^past month was able here by the death of his brother-in- Wood is prevented from winning in United States warship about two years
to return home last week and'is gain law, Lyman Black.
tliis early test, and if it should he seen
W ill McDunnah and Mrs. Lewis that Wood cannot be nominated, then ago. After being given his life sen
ing slowly.
tence, he was sent to the naval prison
Grendell of Mapleton are visiting with
their brother Samuel McDunnah who the “ balance of power” group should at Kittery here, and during his term
has been real poorly the past few he able to determine the next decision thus far has been described as a mod
W illiam Crane has sold his farm to weeks.
j of the convention. That decision, and
i
John Willy.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bliss of Island it will be very thoughtfully made, will el prisoner.
Mr. Hastings McGown has purchas Falls, Mrs. John Stewart and son Hart
Under the Osborne system he be
ed an Essex touring car.
ley and Miss Annie Sawyer of Houlton : be whether the nomination is to be came one of the leaders of the Pri
Mrs. Rodney Holmes of Eagle Lake spent Sunday and Monday with Mr. given to Lowden or is to he thrown
soner’s .Mutual W elfare League and !
visited her father Fred Warm an last and Mrs. Jas. H. Ruth.
into the field of the minor candidates, was made a director in that organiza
week.
Many friends sympathize with Mr.
Fred Foster preached an able ser and Mrs. Hartley Howard in the death and dark horse candidates, Johnson. tion. In this capacity lie was placed
mon to a large audience at the Baptist of their infant baby girl on Saturday Knox, Coolidge, Hughes or some one in charge of "the Georgia,” auxiliary
church Sunday.
morning. Prayer was made at the else.
barracks in which 74 prisoners are
Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Thompson visited grave on Sunday noon by Rev. B. C.
That is about as far as any predic quartered. Each barracks building is
Mr. and Mrs. W ard Hand of New Bubar.
tion about the course of the conven named after a ship and the man in .
Limerick, Sunday.
Lee Good of Monticello assisted
tion can now go. It. is so full of j command acts as captain thereof, with
Lyman Black
with the singing at the services at the
Lyman Black passed away at his qualifications, that one hesitates to i complete control over the men.
Baptist church Sunday.
Mrs. Herbert Crane and Mrs. Robert home on Friday morning May 28th at
Hawkes of Hodgdon were Sunday the age of 40 years and 7 months, leav
ing a widow and two sisters Mrs. Jerry
guest of Mr. and Mrs. William Crane.
Fanjoy and Mrs. Dora Graham of
Mr. and Mrs. I. Atherton and Mr. and
Funeral services were held
Mrs. Zemro McBride and son of L it -1
at
the
Linneus
Corner church on Sun
tleton attended the services at the
day afternoon, Rev. B. C. Bubar of
Baptist church Sunday.
Stephen Taylor, Grover Morrison, ficiating. Milton Bither, Isaac Sawyer
Mrs. W illiam Crane, Mrs. W illiam Bag- W ill Stewart and Hugh Boles acting
ley, Misses Marlon Webb, Velma and as pall bearers. The casket was cov
TO
MY
MANY
VALUED
CUSTO
V era Morrison were baptized by Rev. ered with beautiful floral offerings.
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LIFER ALLOWED
TO VISIT HOME

LINNEUS

M0NHCELL0

EAST HODGDON

Tb e

Houlton Trust Co.

LUDLOW

Pays interest o f 2 per cent on
Daily Balances o f $500 or over

nnouncement

Compound Interest o f 4 per cent
on Savings Accounts o f a n y
Am ount........................................

m

H. H. Cosman assisted by Mr. Foster
Sunday afternoon.

BRIDGEWATER
Pearl Sargeant was home from Houl
ton over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole were
In Fort Kent last week.
Mona Buck and family were in
town Sunday from Houlton.
Mrs. L. Ketchum of Robinson re
cently visited Mrs. Ida Packard.
New s was received here Saturday
of
death of Gil Smith at the hospi
tal.

the

WOOD TO FIGHT
LOWDEN FIRST
Persons who are in the best posi
tion to know place little c o n fid e n tin
the many estimates being made as to
the outcome of the Republican Con
vention. The various scores of in
structed delegates that are frequently
published are perfectly aeourat--. but
the deductions made from thorn anfor the most part merely the vacuest

W a t k l s Is th e o n ly
S p a r k P i n g th a t h a s
a r e a l u s e rs S e rv ic e
P o li c y .

M E R S T H E J. R. W A T K I N S P R O 
DUCTS ARE BEING SOLD AT SAME
OLD PRICES AND T H E Q U A L IT Y
R E M A IN S T H E SAME.
T H E GOODS T H A T
SELL
THEM
SELVES
BY

AND

ARE

DISTRIBUTED

LEO T. SPfAIN

M EM ORIAL W EEK
-------------AT T H E --------------

TEMPLE
WEDNESDAY

L \

MIRIAM COOPER
•— --------in ■
— ---------

“Should a Husband Forgive”
V s

Yopkfor th
ten.

&
/

A most thrilling melodrama full of excitement. There is
a horse rare seem* in the picture that will make you want
to get up and shout— so realistically is it staged. There is
no need of saying more as you have all seen the Bangor
papers the past week with the large ads about this Fox
Special.
THURSDAY

BRYANT WASHBURN
-----------i n ------------

Mrs. Temple’s Telegram
One of those refreshing comedies that sends you out^with
the sun shining and the birds singing. Thoroughly clfean
and wholesomely funny— you can bring the whole family,
feeling sure all will have a good time. A society play rich
ly staged.
NEW S

.

F R ID A Y

DESERT GOLD
All who seek thrilling entertainment will surely find it in
this delightful Zane Grey story.
A Special at regular
prices. Everybody has read the story.
S C R E E N M A G A Z IN E
SATURDAY

3,

MADLINE TRAVERSE
---------------in -------------

“Hellship”

Clothes

SPECIAL-

C H E C K E R S”-

>OON

L. A. Barker Company

L S. Purington

Oakfield, Maine

The best picture Enid Bennett ever made. A R E A L P IC 
T U R E ! !. A tale that will bring tears laughter and that
will bring that soul-searching happiness, enjoyment and
appreciation.
P A R A M O U N T M A G Z A IN E

Houlton

X videe a splendid writing surface.

That is why it is the

choice o f ao many smart women for their correspondence.
Symphony Writing Papers are to be had in three finishes
and a variety o f fashionable tints.

M ade up in many sices

and shapes, to.meet every demand of good taste.
by the quire or the pound.
with

A

'l:>»£’

BIG

Comedy and melodram have been pleasingly mixed in this
production and the whole affair is one of universal appeal
First he is a cowboy then we see him in full evening dress.
One of the features is Mr. Mix's trained horse

F J T H * exquisite texture o f Symphony Writing Paper pro-

J

“ F R E S H FR O M T H E C IT Y .”

Smart styles, sturdy fabrics
reasonable prices
$9, $ 10, $12 upwards to $20
Come in and see them

The Paper with the Lovely Finish

* .

Practically all of the action of the play takes place aboard
ship.
M U T T and J E F F and Tw o Reel Sennett Comedy

f i.

M ay be

Also correspondence

/

TOM MIX
------- in ----

“Rough Riding Romance”

B R A Y P IC T U R E G R A P H

ENID BENNETT
--------------- i n ------------

“Stepping Out”

— A L W A Y S S O M E T H IN G GOOD A T TH-E T E M P L E

